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Dagmar Bergmann: A Retrospective
2001-2015
The Fondo Internacional de Pintura, true to its tradition of artistic excellence, has succeeded
in bringing together paintings for a major retrospective of Dagmar Bergmann's work, in
tribute to one of the most brilliant avant-garde artists.
Over the fifty years since its inception, the gallery has organised a limited, highly
selective range of retrospectives, most notably of works by Salvador Dalí, José María
Subirachs, Rafael Durancamps, Joan Rebull, Joan Abelló, Antonio Vila Arrufat and Ramón
Calsina. The retrospective of paintings by Dagmar Bergmann is similar to these previous
exhibitions, in terms of the significance of the artist's work as well as of her approach.
For fifteen years now, the Fondo has had the honour of collaborating with Dagmar
Bergmann, holding biennial exhibitions which have attracted collectors and the media,
confirming her renown and significance on the international art scene. Today her
paintings are included in numerous collections in Europe (Germany, Spain, France,
Italy) and America (USA, Mexico).
Many of Dagmar Bergmann's works were painted on remote islands in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans, but her research has always focused on inventing forms and colours
that transcend reality. The public can thus discover her painting irrespective of time
and place, with the same freedom that was so vital to Joan Miró and others of the
gallery's artists: Juan Abelló, Josep Amat, Miquel Villá, Josep Mª Mallol, Suazo, Josep
Puigdeugolas and Josep Lluis Florit …
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Dagmar Bergmann's work is so universal and contemporary that her retrospective
leads us to reconsider contemporary trends and reveals parallels with some of Spain's
most eminent artists, such as Guinovart, Barceló, Gordillo, Albacete or Lacalle.
The curators' selection highlights Dagmar Bergmann's serene and determined approach
to her work, free of artistic compromise or complacency. Her paintings achieve a
remarkable harmony between an essential vitality and a serenity akin to Tàpies' Zen
experiences. The artist's very specific style, based on a fundamental decision to work
abstractly, exalts identity through its secrets and shifting forms. This allows viewers to
experience immediate aesthetic pleasure while simultaneously following paths where
creative energy is untrammeled by the banal.
At this point, I would like to place this major retrospective within its human context
by briefly presenting the artist's biography. Indeed, the colours, forms and light,
that make Dagmar Bergmann's work so essential, are connected with her life and
experience.
The whites that recur in her paintings, for instance, may be reminder of the sheets
hung up to dry which Dagmar Bergmann had to watch over as a little girl growing up
in a refugee camp after the war 1. The blues that are a familiar presence in the artist's
paintings may also be linked to the first pleasant surprise she experienced when, for
her 6 th birthday present, her mother had secretly knitted her a dress in a blue wool
unlike the khaki and dark grey that were staples of American military aid supplies 2.
Colours allowed the nascent artist to exorcise the demons of poverty that marked her
childhood, teaching her that art is not merely a means of creating beauty but also a way
of relieving pain and freeing oneself.
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That is why, in 1978, Dagmar Bergmann agreed to set up an experimental workshop
for art therapy at the Valvert psychotherapeutic hospital, in Marseille. When she opened
this workshop, which she ran for 4 years, Dagmar Bergmann deliberately encouraged
patients to produce works where colour and gesture were the only important elements.
Her aim was to free participants' creativity by steering them away from reproducing
places or people connected to their trauma. This approach, which was part of a vision of
art as playful and emancipating, was also a way of engineering a confrontation between
the artist's aesthetic intuitions and reality, at a far remove from any academic debates
over the dichotomy between abstract and figurative art.
Two objective factors revealed just how successful the therapy was. The first, which
had been predicted from the outset, was related to the patients' need for medication. It
became apparent that they needed perceptibly smaller quantities, which confirmed that
abstract expression could help in restoring identity in just the same way as figurative
modes of expression. The other factor, which was more incidentally identified during
therapy sessions, was related to how participants perceived time. Diminished awareness
of time and schedules was a common symptom of their mental health problems, but it
became obvious that the patients memorised the times of the studio sessions perfectly
and were even careful to arrive a few minutes before they were due to begin. By
allowing patients to produce their own works and to decide freely when they were
finished, the art therapy workshops helped to restore their sense of time, a vital step in
their treatment.
Dagmar Bergmann was to encounter wisdom and folly once more in 1980, when Alain
Martzolf asked her to produce a series of paintings based on a text by Tahar Ben Jelloun
that he was producing onstage, entitled "Moha le fou, Moha le sage" (Moha the Fool,
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Moha the Wise) 3. The paintings were exhibited at the Massalia Theatre and their success
set the artist irrevocably upon the path of painting. From then on, sales of her works
flourished, while Dagmar Bergmann refused to make sacrifices to commercial interests
and continued to carry out her artistic research and consolidate her style.
I hope these lines have provided useful information about an artist who remains, despite
the articles and TV programmes about her, a secretive character, principally preoccupied
with the freedom that art can offer.
In many ways, Dagmar Bergmann's mastery of her art and the harmony of her painting,
born of balance and movement, embody the humanist values of the Fondo Internacional
de Pintura. This retrospective show, which looks back over 15 years of exhibitions by
Dagmar Bergmann, bears witness to the Fondo's maturity and its desire to remain
always at the avant-garde of artistic expression.
"Believing we know" ages us, while "wanting to know" keeps us young; and so the
questions raised by Dagmar Bergmann's art are a permanent invitation to freedom.
Jaime Gil Aluja
President of the Royal Academy of Economic and Financial Sciences of Spain
Advisor to the Fondo Internacional de Pintura
_____________________________________
1. Reference taken from the back cover of the Spanish newspaper Vanguardia, on Dagmar Bergmann,
1/4/2005.
2. Ibidem.
3. "Moha le fou, Moha le sage", Tahar Ben Jelloun, Editions du Seuil, 1978.
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Between You and Me…

Serenity
In a sensitively emotional manner, your paintings subtly combine format, colour and
tone. Calm and neither pretentious nor overwhelming – merely present.
To me, they seem to evoke three things that, albeit simple, are difficult to address
without being overly pompous: the feeling of life, the ocean, music and dreams.
For you, as for each and every one of us, the feeling of life is never regular: there are
moments of elation, depression, nightmare or happiness; some moments are fraught or
blithe, other moments are full or empty.
You observe and translate, or rather record, these variations on canvas, which acts as
a seismographic register of experiences, a kind of visual diary of your life – yours, but
also that of each of us. Titles come afterwards, giving a name to the tangled emotions
we felt when looking at the paintings, and which you also felt: more agitated or more
nervous, calmer, pacified, darker, halted, vibrant, full, pale or brightly coloured.
You are not a painter that uses expressionist techniques: you turn painting into a diary
of life and emotion, then open it for us to see. As the diary is abstract and private, we
merely stand on the threshold of this intimacy, while simultaneously projecting our own
upon it. The encounter that takes place is powerful and rich, but also marked by reserve
and discretion. Art smooths out indiscretions.
8

The ocean in your work is both imaginary and real.
Imaginary because you needed that ocean blue, and, from a young age, you literally set
out to find it. Perhaps without really knowing what you would find, you needed those
spaces with vast horizons, those rhythms and waves on which the spirit soars, those
colours that absorb and soothe.
It is also real because, since your first stay in Marseille in the 1970s, you have always
lived in close contact with the ocean, first in La Baule, on the coast of France, and later
on remote, distant islands lost in the deep blue sea: Reunion Island and then Tahiti.
Throughout those long years – almost your entire adult life – the ocean has been your
skyline, your focus and sensation, the midpoint of your days and life. Hence the blue
in which all your paintings bathe; hence their constant movement, even when they are
perfectly tranquil; hence also the twinkling of night lights. Your ocean cradles thoughts,
inspiration, life. It is not physical; not related to the body, but to sensitivity as a whole.
It is the place of happiness, non-consciousness, coincidence with the self. Happiness
that draws you all in.
And then there are music and dreams.
Many titles of your paintings refer to music, tunes, sometimes to movements.
As with the ocean, we plunge into music to be submerged, to focus upon ourselves, far
from the hurly-burly of the outside world, to experience emotions to the full – as these
emotions are no longer merely personal in nature, they are free from all egotistic pathos
and anguish.
Looking at this diary of paintings, one immediately senses that you are not interested
in exhibiting your thoughts or feelings. No immodesty. You show just enough for us to
take a step towards you, to nurture affinity and attune sensitivities.
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For a long time, you used written signs and calligraphy as a medium – already in shades
of blue. It was not legible writing, mere hints of messages. Something to the tune of,
"I'd like to tell you…"
For a long time, you also used fragments of glass and mirrors to highlight transparency
and radiance; but those were also shards and scars.
Over time and having attained peace, you found a way to bring all these elements to the
blue surface of the canvas, combining them in broad, calm strokes, sketchy calligraphy
and, after reflection, adding strokes over the first traces. And always that blue, at times
brightened by a few lights, yet always with inner depths.
And, to boot, the serenity you invite us to partake. Well done.
Yves Michaud
Philosopher and Art Critic

Yves Michaud first met Dagmar Bergmann at the Marseille School of Fine Arts in 1976.
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The artist's studio in Reunion Island
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The Inner Blue

Preface to the 1999 Aix-en-Provence Exhibition
Born of migrating parents in post-war Germany, raised in a refugee camp up to the age
of 7, Dagmar Bergmann places her works between secret and broken identity, between
the colour blue so seldom seen in the northern skies of her childhood and the existence
of a hidden past which her parents, as refugees from East Germany, never wished to
discuss.
Those impossible memories are the shattered mirrors with which she made her first
mobiles, and which she later incorporated in her blue paintings. Mirrors of a splintered
yet unchangeable identity, the razor sharp edge of that which is broken and which can
only be softened by an infinite blue.
Dagmar Bergmann, born a migrant through no choice of her own, takes her inner
landscapes in search of a blue from elsewhere to explain "hereness". She left Germany
in 1974 and crossed all continents. Today she lives in a French Indian Ocean island
where the blue of the sky and the shattered mirrors of the sea surround her studio with
their secret song.
Before the glittering mirrors, before the mirrors themselves, she had an extremely poor
childhood. A childhood during which Dagmar wrote her unknown past by drawing endless
friezes with pencil stubs. In this writing of silence which tries to follow the secret as it
meanders and soars, Dagmar Bergmann gradually found her idea of abstract lyricism.
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The years of studying Fine Arts, first in Germany and then in France, allowed her to
express what she had learned about the secret. She translates the innumerable, almost
transparent layers in which it hides, by glass painting and superposed acetate sheets.
But it is in the glaze of oil painting that she identifies these layers. The writing of the
painter appears as a watermark in those superposed transparent layers. Sometimes
she even pierces the layers as far as the canvas by using pointed instruments such
as shards of mirror with which she is continually preoccupied. This is the origin of the
series "About Silence".
Parallel to her work with glaze, she still produces works made from mirrors. It is in
the shining shards of mirror that the poet's "dur désir de durer" 1 (The dour desire to
endure) is incarnated, and it is in the blue of the paintings – the most resistant colour
of the palette – that the promise of durability is expressed. Between these lies the
work of Dagmar Bergmann, the relationship between identity and secret, discovery and
loss.
The revelation of this intermediate space came about in the late 80s, when Dagmar
Bergmann pushed her research methods to the limit, and began to associate, in two
parallel spaces, mirror shards and oil painting, both in the same frame but on different
planes. The shadow of the shards placed on a glass is cast onto the canvas, adding its
transparency to the glaze of the canvas in an inner reflection. Through these shadows,
the shards become mobile, travel over the canvas, following its shapes or opposing
them depending on the tricks of the light. This is the theme of the series "Shades of
Mirrors", taken up again in the series "A Migrator's Inner Landscapes".
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From then on, in a work whose fundamental components were successfully completed,
the quest for identity continued between transparency and depth, a game of reflections
and shadows. The recognition of this game, long repressed, pushed Dagmar Bergmann
to accentuate the dynamic character of her work. The idea of making a film crept up
on her. This necessitated a thorough apprenticeship of computer and years of research
to come to the concept of a first series entitled "Out of the Blue". The current concept
links together an oil painting and an abstract film shown on a large screen, suggesting
possible journeys across the canvas. The camera is drawn along by the lyricism of
transparency and shade, bringing the viewer back to the canvas, where he finds secret
landscapes and can embark on his own journey. This is the theme of the exhibition in
preparation: "The Exit is Inside".
With this, Dagmar Bergmann's dream will hopefully come true: to dance in a blue world,
in a transparent identity, in the shadow of mirrors which do not wound.
Jacques-Marie Aurifeille
Photographer

_____________________________________
1. Paul Eluard : "Le dur désir de durer" (The dour desire to endure). First English edition translated by
Stephen Spender, with drawings by Marc Chagall. Published by The Trianon Press, London, 1950.
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The Inner Blue, oil, 25.6 x 19.7"
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Nightingale, oil, 11.7 x 8.3"
16

Alizés (Breezes), oil, 51.2 x 38.2"
17

About Silence, acrylic, 57.9 x 30.7"
18

Night Flight, mixed media, 19,3 x 12,6"
19

Written in Water, mixed media, 11.7 x 8.3"
20

Blue Tango, diptych, gouache, 23,6 x 7,9"
21

Antarctica, acrylic, 11.7 x 8.3"
22

"Waves live and die" (Tahar Ben Jalloun), mixed media, 29,9 x 22"
23

A view from the artist's studio in Reunion Island
24

Carnac, 11,8 x 5.9"

Voyage, 5.9 x 5.9"

Encounter, 11,8 x 5.9"

Klee, 5.9 x 5.9"

Life Cycle, 11,8 x 5.9"

Mirages series, mirror shards on mirrors
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The Game of Life, mixed media, 25.6 x 19.7"
26

Me Acuerdo, mixed media, 21.7 x 18,1"
27

Space -Time, mixed media, 21.7 x 18,1"
28

First Gnossienne, mixed media, 21.7 x 13"
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Tectonics of Blue
Describing or painting blue is difficult, for various reasons.
Above all, blue is a consensual colour.
"I don't like blue" is a sentence one hardly ever hears.
When asked, "What is your favourite colour?" people most often reply "Blue".
A consensual colour, an agreeable colour, admired for its calming qualities, associated
with wide-open spaces, those we call "untouched", it is, by analogy, associated with a
mythical original purity.
Moreover, blue is an abundant colour, for which sky and ocean vie on the horizon. In
mythical lands which sellers of dreams – travel agents or tourism officials – inevitably
describe as "heavenly", Nature shares blue out generously: glacier blue, lagoon blue,
ultramarine blue, South Seas blue… the clichés abound, indelibly, just as pink is
irrevocably linked to little girls and khaki to soldiers.
And yet the crowds who are prepared to pay the high price in exchange for their two
or three weeks of blue, after a year of grey clouds, can be forgiven for doing so: lack
of blue quickly leads to a state of withdrawal which, if prolonged, becomes a form of
asphyxia.
For anyone born in blue, exile beneath dull skies can only bring desolation, depression
and heartsickness.
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Those who are born in greyness will carry deep within them for the rest of their lives
a cloudy longing for low, heavy skies, the nostalgic cover over their childhood homes.
Even as children, however, they will have learnt to identify the slightest fault in it;
to hunt out the minutest scrap of blue, the tiniest wink of azure between two heavy,
clouded eyelids. Perhaps they will even open those lids for good, by choosing to migrate
to a better place. To another land where the sky is gentle and welcoming. A bluer
elsewhere.
Blue is an abundant and, above all, a fluid colour, a colour that flows. It flows in the
air, it flows in the water. In nature, things that are – or are claimed to be – solid (rock,
earth, tree or human constructs) offer up to the eye such variety that it is like a mosaic.
Latitude and longitude, hot or temperate climates, the type of soil and materials and,
of course, the character of those living in different places all give solids their specific
hues. Browns, blacks and ochres cluster together, make walls, and then go up in smoke.
Playful white can be kneaded and turned into sandcastles or snowmen. Greens, yellows
and reds are picked, collected, classified in museums.
In solid form, blue cannot be picked, or very rarely. Solid blue requires effort; it needs
to be conquered. It can be picked, admittedly, but only parsimoniously, for it usually
does not grow spontaneously. Indigo and lavender need patience and love to flourish.
Blue is almost always linked with fragile substances: feathers, petals, pigments or
demanding precious stones that have to be extracted, carved and polished.
On the other hand, in its fluid forms blue appears inexhaustible. It impregnates us
and easily envelops us in its grace. It can be breathed in on summer mornings. It can
be relished in icy springs. It caresses the muscles of swimmers who surrender to the
coolness of the pool. Unconditionally, unrestrainedly, it opens its cathedrals of silences
to underwater divers.
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The blue of the air, which carries us up and along. The blue of the water, which skims,
embraces and cradles us.
Blue is available to anyone who is willing to take it; it is by far the most fluid and sensual of
colours. And its fluidity, its sensuality even, encourage us to shed our wariness and lower
our defences. We think it has been tamed, that is has become hackneyed and can no longer
surprise us. It seems to belong to every one of us. We like it on screensavers or in a baby's
layette. We want it in our holiday photos. And we save the blue room for guests.
Our collective imagination has taken possession of it, with the usual clichés: blue,
whatever its form, is in continual danger of being overwhelmed by kitsch, that same kitsch
which Kundera compared to death.
Fortunately, blue, like the innumerable other victims of kitsch, is so much more than what
kitsch can make it.
Not for nothing is it the colour of infinity, or of the Earth which Eluard described as being
"as blue as an orange".
It takes a lifetime for a poet, for a painter, to tame blue.
It takes a work of art.
Describing or painting blue in all its complexity requires an original approach – one that
can reconcile opposites; that can draw sustenance from them. An approach that has the
courage to take on paradoxes.
Infiltrating blue, perceiving its variable density, identifying the different strata within,
the different blocs. Resistances. Fractures and dramas.
Defining the rules of this apparent paradox: the tectonics of blue.
Painters are all too aware that fluids are not always fluid: they only appear to be so.
Fluids release slivers, shards of crystal – the splash of a teardrop of rain on the ocean
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surface, the Rain Dance, in the instant just before the Nuptials of drop and wave, of
softness and saltiness. Before the painter's gaze, beneath the shifting surface, they
reveal vitrified, rigid walls. And between them, chinks. And between the chinks, Closed
Escapes into which eye and thought, now made fluid, can infiltrate.
But how to infiltrate those Species of Spaces so tenuous that, at times, only a line's
width separates the blocks. The brush scratches this line, whether curved or straight,
short or long. The line becomes a sign, declares itself to be a language. Vanishing lines
that cross one another, points of contact, The Meeting of Parallels. Dotted lines of rain,
ricochets, concentric circles.
Alchemy in the artist's eye can, at will, conjure up the crystallisation of blue substances. Or
it can set off fusion and trigger maelstroms. It can soothe, in a release of ether. Between
the lines, between the compact blocks, its decisive presence makes itself felt.
The chink widens, making way for the stroke. At the point where the parallels meet,
the brush captures, and then abandons, a strange insect-sign, leaving it to the mercies
of the blue element. Then there are more, and more. Points of contact? Acupuncture
points? Points that instil, within the blue – the colour of eternity, of timelessness – all
the colours, forms, rhythms, all the ups and downs of temporal life. Acupuncture points;
points of intrusion. Dotted lines to cut along, that tear into the unity of the blue, that
send shivers running through it, currents to shift it, flurries of wind to whip it up, swells
to raise it.
For it is still a surface blue, ready to reflect other colours in its prism, or even to mingle
with them in an interface between the wind and the shreds of ocean, reinforced by
coral, which coil around the island's sides in the form of lagoons. A blue that is eager
to play, to swap the silence of infinite spaces for adventures on the surface, noisy and
colourful. Evanescent, bathed in exchanges, that blue sends back an echo composed of
a few crystal notes or, now and then, Eine kleine Nachtmusik.
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In Tahitian – the language of a land where blue reigns supreme and where the artist
once lived – the fickle, light blue of the lagoons and coral outcrops is called "ninamu"
or "ninamu matie": pale blue or blue-green. These words, which can only be rendered
poorly in translation, suggest that in those places water is not a dense substance, but
is as light and soothing as a breath of air. It is an airy type of water that quivers at
the impressionist touches of life, an amniotic liquid, murky and iridescent. White sand
shimmers in a million glittering motes, and stretches of pale coral in light yellow and
cream tones, occasionally crimson or lavender, throb amid the scattered brushstrokes,
forming a translucent scarf that barely covers them when they brush the surface. They
take on a turquoise hue, which splinters across strange tawny, blonde flat areas when
the seabed shifts downwards and becomes covered in seaweed, or when the coral
benches rise upward. They take on an emerald green or royal blue shade when the
seabed suddenly falls away near a channel or drop-off. The wind, rising and ruffling the
waves, can stipple the blue with polka dots of foam.
Gymnopédie, the dance of life.
But sooner or later ninamu and ninamu matie lead on to "moana". Moana is the absolute
blue that the ocean takes on when you gaze down into its depths without the reassurance
of firm elements. It is the blue substance, as omnipresent when you dive as your own
consciousness, and just as elusive and painful. It is the irresistible appeal worked by the
substance, when the unfathomable bestows upon it its own consistency and volume.
In French diving jargon, plunging into water without being able to see the bottom is known
as "going down into the blue". Like a diver who leaves the lagoon behind and gradually
moves towards channels and drop-offs, the artist pursues her quest, moving from one
risk to the next, each one greater than the last. There is vertigo before the rifts, which
you have to enter and explore slowly, your body confined and your breath imprisoned,
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moving towards a higher level of initiation. Apnoea. The trail left by the diver shows
movement and emphasises immersion. Not content with merely slipping between the
rifts, the line jostles them, invades them, becomes suffused with blue matter and
animates it – animates it in the sense of "giving it a soul (animus)". Two dimensions is a
line; three dimensions is a form. Migrations, Reconquista, 1492: the outline engenders
forms, the coloured stroke, intrusive and conquering, affirms and demarcates itself
in order, not to combat the blue, but to give it more density. Then the blue in turn takes
shape and form. The dense blue becomes a living substance, an animistic substance,
Totems and Taboos. Ophelia, more alive in death than she ever was during her short
life, takes root in the blue. Sirens, Argonauts, figures of legend explore "moana" through
myths. Born of men's dreams, they domesticate the colours of the dream. The sign and
then the shape gradually melt into the blue, drawing the spectator's eye, which follows
them to slip, in turn, along the path opened up to intimate quest. A domesticated dream,
a return to fluid, to fusion…
"Jellidification".
Blue has become the ageless substance of dreams and of their conscious avatars, tales.
Dreams are fluid, they are fusion. But are they only within us, encircled by consciousness,
a substance to be observed like fish in an aquarium?
Dagmar Bergmann knows only too well that this is not the case. She knows that we are
the ones who instil dreams, at the risk of losing ourselves in them, of melting into them or
of drifting with the tides that move them. The salience of dreams, explored to the utmost.
Charm – meaning "philtre."
Buoyed by her previous victory, she went on to explore the frontiers of moana, towards
'ere 'ere, the darkest shade – a blue that is almost black; the blue that comes before
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darkness. In Tahitian, 'ere 'ere also means "bruise". The colour of bruised flesh when the
diver, in intimate communion with the ocean, chooses not to float upon it like a foreign
body in perpetual struggle against a hostile element, but rather to merge with it
for ever.
Farewell to Waves: it is time to descend towards the silence of the abyss. But before
finding the peace of the final revelation, you must face the blue of anguish, when
the soothing hues have vanished, when the Wreck threatens, heralding the pensive
downward journey of the drowned towards the depths: Roaring Forties, Rough Weather,
Reef.
Your gaze reaches The Other Side of Paradise… the Hell of Paradise?
The Hell of complementarity. The blue becomes an infernal red: Sabbath, Daughters of
Fire, whose chimeras are never too far off – Gérard de Nerval sang of them. Chimeras,
Daughters of Fire; effortlessly they flow back towards dreams. The artist has become a
Sorcerer's Apprentice who escapes her demons and flies away once more, intoxicated
by blue, Between Winds and Tides, on The Wings of Desire.
"Demons and marvels / Winds and tides / Far away already the sea has gone out"
Jacques Prévert said the same thing in his verse, though differently.
However, as the artist knows only too well, her quest is not entirely accomplished.
Nowhere does the sea recede forever. Icarus learnt centuries ago that the intoxication
offered by wings is never very far removed from the intoxication of the deep, which
affects the diver shortly before he merges with 'ere 'ere and the abyss, absorbing his
soul, and spits out his bluish outer layer.
Merging with the dark.
Fade to black.
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It is a frontier that should not be crossed. A wire stretched from one extremity to
the other of this blue frontier, the moana frontier where art is achieved, a tenuous
wire upon which the artist, never yielding to the call of the abyss, walks a tightrope.
During the patient to-ing and fro-ing, like a painstaking cartographer, the artist archives
the signs from the blue substance, archiving its lines. Vanishing lines, force lines,
Lifelines awaken it and crisscross it, stretching between the abyss and the zenith
which – thanks to the lines – though unfathomable and close, finally dare to look into
one another's eyes.
Like a stubborn alchemist, she explores its three states: breath or ether; organic fluid,
the elixir of life; a block of fragile, flaking crystal, or as dense as granite. The blue
substance absorbs and disgorges, ebbs and flows. It sets and melts, vitrifies, shatters
and comes together again.
"The Queen's Mirror".
Escaping the laws of physics, at times it coats or soaks the forms, at others it defines
and fashions them.
It is a subject of infinite study, observation and wonder. Immense territories which,
thankfully, remain essentially "terra incognita".
It is to be hoped that Dagmar Bergmann will continue to pursue her unflagging quest
for blue, in a body of work that will, in the future, comprise as much wealth and depth
as that which has already been produced.
Anne Catherine Blanc
Writer
37

A view from the artist's studio in Tahiti
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A Journey to the Heart of Colour, An Invitation to Joy
If Dagmar Bergmann said she drew inspiration from the landscapes of the southern
oceans, having lived beside them for many years, her artistic vision goes far beyond
the idyllic postcard images of lagoons which have for so long marked the memories
of urban Westerners, many of whom dream of moving to such places. Looking at the
retrospective of her painting, what stands out is the movement – movement, as much
as colour, generates the dynamics of her work. Paradoxically, while Bergmann uses
"classic" materials (canvas and paper), her painting is anything but immobile.
The scenes that could be seen from her various studios in Reunion Island and Tahiti
offer a fantastic palette of blues and blue-greens, infinite landscapes of uncommon
perfection: shafts of light in a turquoise lagoon, the tiny crests of waves on the horizon,
layers of pastel shades where sky and sea overlap and mingle.
That landscape exists in Dagmar Bergmann's paintings: in fact, she guides our gaze,
opening her "Mirages" series with a photograph in which the metallic glint of the sea
echoes the tableau of mirrors, and opening the "Spaces" series with a view of Reunion
Island. Each time, the first painting in the series highlights the interplay between
what lies outside and inside the work: there is the same separation of space into
large horizontal stretches, there are the same nuances of blue, the same erasing of
boundaries between sea and sky.
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Many of the poems written by the French poet Lorand Gaspar were inspired by a similar
landscape, viewed from his study window in Sidi Bou Saïd. In fact, he dedicated one of
them to his friend, the painter Árpád Szenes:
For so many years I have bathed my gaze
in a window where sky and sea
have always, uninterruptedly, been,
where their lives are one, innumerable,
and are yet again within my soul
a magnetic field of espousals
a drop of bird-light.
Lorand Gaspar, Patmos 1

see original French text on page 46

One might be tempted to compare some of Dagmar Bergmann's watercolours to
landscapes painted by Árpád Szenes in the 1960's-1970's, inspired by the seashores
(Coral Reef, Sea Air, Composition, Channel), whose coloured strips of blue and greyblue reflect immensity. René Char considered Szenes' works to be almost mystical,
noting that "the stretch of silence which tends towards expenditure and love" meets "the
initiated passers-by" 2. However Dagmar Bergmann's work is not as figurative and is much
less calm. It possesses a form of energy. It constantly captures the movement — now
slow, now swift — of the sea and sky, two spaces still able to resist human destruction.
_____________________________________
1. Lorand Gaspar, Sidi Bou Saïd, "Patmos et autres poèmes", Gallimard, 2001, p. 44.
2. René Char, "Fenêtres dormantes et porte sur le toit", Œuvres complètes, Gallimard, 1979, p. 589.
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After the mirror series, which bear the marks of the artist's experience in early life and
her desire to break away from a painful past (one of the works in this series is entitled
Me acuerdo), the artiste abandons the sharp-edged mirror shards and, along with the
change of location, begins to work with colour alone, without any other intermediaries.
Her gaze transports us. Earth is left behind. No more land.
She uses the full range of blues, from the bright blue of Reunionese cobalt to the
delicate blue-green cyan or turquoise of Tahitian lagoons, the cerulean blue of ocean
depths and even, at times, the sombre Prussian blue. Blue is omnipresent; it is, in
fact, the artist's universe. A space which remembers and invariably returns to the
enchanting landscapes of the Indian and Pacific Oceans; a space which changes subtly
and profoundly over the years.
For blue is not merely a surface captured by the painter's attentive eye. It is continually
criss-crossed by infinite trajectories which intersect one another again and again, in
pale or white lines, scrolls, whirlwinds of sails, of waves, of life, in the effervescence of
the sea's drawings or words, pulsating ceaselessly.
Maybe the drawings also show thoughts or words set in motion, at high speed, cast
away from the quotidian.
Already, in the painting entitled About Silence, from the "Inner Blue" series, Prussian
blue was partially covered with writing, with letters that emerged from the depths, like
a flow that is suddenly released but not yet elucidated. The paintings in this series do
not form a silent universe; quite the opposite: they bring together words and sounds,
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winds and songs, from Breezes to the Nightingale. Then, from "Spaces" onwards, the
notes take over: moving upwards towards the sky, their light steps unite sea and sky.
September, no one knows
who is water who is air
or mirror –
at times a quiver –
muffled, muted colours
shifts, fugues, confluences
promenades amidst tones a quarter apart
that the body perceives
without thinking of anything –
Lorand Gaspar, Patmos 3

see original French text on page 46

In his quest to translate into words the vision of luminous mornings such as this over
the Mediterranean, Lorand Gaspar's poem Patmos juxtaposes Debussy's music, dances
from the frescoes of Tassili or Greece and snowflakes from his childhood in Transylvania.
In Dagmar Bermann's work, too, a Kleine Nachtmusik crosses space, in a movement of
notes and subtly coloured ribbons that encapsulate dancing and celebration. In "Spaces",
the background tends to appear homogenous, drawing attention to the movement of the
work, which may be characterised by extreme rapidity or by the delicate slowness of works
_____________________________________
3. Lorand Gaspar, "Sidi Bou Saïd", Patmos et autres poèmes, Gallimard, 2001, p. 118.
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such as Intimacy or The Scent of Time. In this series of watercolours, touches of yellow
and pink appear for the first time, almost imperceptibly initially and then more definitely
in the following series of acrylics, such as Time flees or Fabula.
In her titles, Dagmar Bergmann refers to dreaming, but this new form of pictorial writing
reveals a firm bond to the universe she has chosen, to the immense maritime spaces
that draw her to the luminous heart of movement, in murmurs, fugues and as many
walks of dreams. Like the poet Lorand Gaspard, has she, too, not chosen immanence?
Harmony with the wholeness of the world, the visible and the invisible, present and
past, in a dialogue with light and memory.
In 2003, the series entitled "Metamorphoses" highlighted a significant change: against
a plain backdrop, entirely devoid of references, far more colourful trajectories unfold,
in what appears to be an explosion of light and joy, until the backdrop almost vanishes,
making way for more and more vivid multi-coloured circulation.
In 2005, "The Inside of Dreams" confirmed this new approach. This time, the paintings
showed overwhelming entangled coloured shards, which criss-cross the mental space
ever more swiftly. Pysche's movements traverse the mirror and reveal themselves to
the world with a form of dazzling jubilation, while the watercolours continue in the older
calligraphic style.
With the series "Between Winds and Tides" (2007), Dagmar Bergmann took a new step
– which she had already begun in the previous series – along her artistic path. It will be
confirmed with Fugues. While the liquid background remaines as a locus of unfathomable
depths, its dynamics and secret life revealed by the brush as in Farewell to Waves,
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the painter's gesture imposes itself at least equally, if not more imposing, in the wide
brushstrokes which give the painting its rhythm. Like shards of memory, these works
free the gesture that produced them. The artist reveals the increasingly complex nature
of her work on transparency, as in Drift or The Inner Light, where the traces left by the
brush appear both to add and remove colour. This work might perhaps be considered
as akin to Simon Hantaï 's "gesture painting", in which he scraped the final layer of his
canvas with various implements.
In Dagmar Bergmann's work, the interplay of erasure and addition is perhaps rather
different. While the pictorial technique itself remained that of previous series, the
decision now to free larger white flat tints created a new effect: in their reduced yet
multiplied context, a whole range of different miniatures were produced, which respond
to one another as if in a musical score.
In 2009, the very colourful series entitled "Fugues" gave greater scope to this method
of freeing white spaces, of providing them with a myriad of micro-pictures where, as in
Temptations, the painter's brushstrokes and hand become visible. These paintings show
a vitality and joy that seem to echo the tropical seabed: silent worlds, the uninterrupted
flow of shimmering colours.
But it is the micro-paintings within the canvas, rather than the universe of the sea,
which make the colours sing, bringing movement and joy. They are the true heart of
this particularly dynamic series, which catches the viewer up in a whirlwind of light and
sensation, as indicated by the titles: Affinities, Youth, Hymn to Joy, Sunrise Jazz…
And this is also what characterises Dagmar Bergmann's painting: it is a call for
jubilation, a refusal to accept the narcissism and provocation of modernity, rejecting
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complacency towards the violence and absurdity of our contemporary societies. It
dares to sing of the dawn of the world, of Fairy Tales and paradise, providing a colourful
representation of wonder and inviting the spectators to share in it.
In "Fragments of Paradise" (2011), the artist expressed her desire to show fragments
of paradise. Although Dagmar Bergmann sees it as light and music, paradise is also a
gaze plunging into the sea, across transparencies: works such as Rhapsody in Blue, Fata
Morgana, Moonlight Surf… give us the impression of an immersion in the ocean, in the
heart of storms, in the middle of ice, and of capturing more sombre forms of circulation.
In 2015, the "Lifelines" series both harked back to the lightness of lines, in yellow and
orange filaments (already visible in Back to the Sources), and carried on the technique
of wide flat tints, but in a new interplay of superimposition and transparency, as in
Moonlight. Could the return to Europe explain these traces of twigs and grasses, and the
wide pale green space used in Flowers for Algernon and Ophelia?
Dagmar Bergmann humorously ends the series with a vibrant hymn to the sun, in All
my Friends are Wild, a landscape that possesses a new luminous strength, where blues,
yellows and reds conduct the choir that sings all the songs in the world.
Danièle Leclair
Paris Descartes University and Sorbonne Nouvelle University
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Original poems
p. 40

p. 42

Depuis tant d'années je lave mon regard
dans une fenêtre où ciel et mer
depuis toujours sont sans s'interrompre
où leurs vies sont un, sont innombrables
sont une fois encore dans mon âme
un champ magnétique d'épousailles
une goutte de lumière-oiseau.

Lorand Gaspar, Patmos

septembre, on ne sait
qui est eau qui est air
ou miroir –
parfois un frisson –
couleurs sourdes, ouatées
glissements, fugues, confluences
promenades parmi les tons distants d'un quart,
que perçoit le corps
sans penser à rien –
Lorand Gaspar, Patmos
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Spaces
Exhibition 2001
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"The space of our lives is neither continuous, nor infinite, nor homogeneous or isotropic.
But do we know exactly where it breaks off, where it curves, where it disconnects and
comes together?"
Georges Perec
"Espèces d'espaces", extract from "Prière d'insérer"
View from the artist's studio in Reunion Island

Previous page : Species of Spaces, watercolour, 29,9 x 22"
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Self-portrait, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
49

Eine kleine Nachtmusik (A Little Night Music), watercolour, 29,9 x 22"
50

Odyssey, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
51

Fêt' Nat (National Day), watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
52

Maybe, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
53

Or Tomorrow, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
54

Free Time, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
55

The Spirit of Time, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
56

Intimacy, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
57

The Scent of Time, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
58

Daybreak, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
59

Rain Dance, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
60

Ipanema, watercolour and pastel, 16,6 x 11,8"
61

Sueños de México, watercolour and pastel, 16,1 x 11"
62

Imagine, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
63

Daydream, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
64

Bluesy, acrylic, 21,7 x 15"
65

Once in a Blue Moon, acrylic, 21,7 x 15"
66

Fabula, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
67

The Birth of Venus, acrylic, 24 x 15"
68

A Midsummer Night's Dream, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
69

Time flees, acrylic, 36,2 x 25,6"
70

Break of Noon, acrylic, 36,2 x 25,6"
71

Carpe Diem, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
72

The Meeting of Parallels, acrylic, 21,7 x 15"
73

Sympathy, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
74

Calypso, Indian ink, 29,9 x 22"
75

'Round Midnight, Indian ink, 29,9 x 22"
76

Ragtime, Indian ink, 15,7 x 10,2"
77

Cotton Field, Indian ink, 15,7 x 11"
78

Free Jazz, ink and watercolour, 29,9 x 22"
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Metamorphoses
Exhibition 2003

80

The title of this exposition takes up Paul Eluard's line in reverse: "We live in oblivion of
our metamorphoses".
The idea of a "life in oblivion" moves me deeply, because of my German origins and
the duty of remembrance that they imply, and because of the feeling of eternity which
marks the work of an artist.
The colour blue, through its durability and a rarity which I felt keenly in northern
skies, has played a fundamental role in my work, notably in my previous exhibition
at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura. This year, it is interwoven with hues and signs
expressing my feeling that oblivion is changing too. The wind (Zephyr, Sources
of the Wind), the sea (Farewell, The Argonauts), history (Reconquista) or myth
(Alcyons) summon up such metamorphoses of oblivion, which are sometimes
indulgent, sometimes implacable, like a mirror.
Dagmar Bergmann

Previous page : : Metamorphoses of Oblivion, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
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Farewell, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
82

Sea Shepards, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
83

Sources of the Wind, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
84

Reconquista, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
85

Sundance, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
86

Zephyr, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
87

Foam of the Days, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
88

Alcyons, acrylic, 51,2 x 35"
89

Parade, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
90

Elsewhere, acrylic, 36,2 x 25,6"
91

Voices, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
92

Wedding, acrylic, 51,2 x 35"
93

The Argonauts, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
94

Gymnopédie 1, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
95

Gymnopédie 2, acrylic, 27,6 x 13,8"
96

Gymnopédie 3, acrylic, 18,1 x 10,6"
97

100

Prelude, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
98

Blowing in the Wind, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
99

Retreat, diptych, watercolour and pastel, 112 x 76 cm
100

The Exalted Garden, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
101

Guantanamera, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
102

The Memory of Water, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
103

The Four Seasons, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
104

Late Season, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
105

Requiem, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
106

Freedom, watercolour and pastel, 29,9 x 22"
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The Inside of Dreams
Exhibition 2005

108

We forget our dreams, but dreams do not forget us.
I have always been moved by the fact that dreams are so secret and yet intimate and
alive. Moved by the game of hide-and-seek they play with us, to the point where one
forgets who is inside whom.
In dreams, secrecy and oblivion constantly switch roles. They desire and oppose each
other, in a dance of life to which my Fondo Internacional de Pintura exhibitions bear
witness. It is a dance made of starts and stops and fresh beginnings, not located in two
dimensions, or even three, but in an inter-dimensionality woven with figures and signs.
"The Inside of Dreams" presents them in their ephemeral and infinite aspects: "Icarus'
Dream", "The Other Side of Heaven", "Genesis", "Distant Interior", "Nirvana", "Life in
Folds", "Time overflows", and "More".
Dagmar Bergmann

Previous page : The Inside of Dreams, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
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Through the Looking Glass, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
110

Genesis, acrylic, 51,2 x 35"
111

The Assault, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
112

The Belle Epoque, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
113

Icarus' Dream, acrylic, 36,2 x 25,6"
114

Summer Winds, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
115

Psyche, acrylic, 29,5 x 23,6"
116

Lilou, acrylic, 24 x 19,7"
117

On the Wings of Wind, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
118

Salamanders, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
119

Daughters of Fire, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
120

Gone with the Wind, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
121

Life in Folds, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
122

The Other Side of Paradise, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
123

Distant Interior, acrylic, 28,7 x 23,6"
124

Nirvana, acrylic, 28,7 x 23,6"
125

The Limbo of the Pacific, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
126

Totems and Taboos, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
127

Ultramarine, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
128

Apnoea, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
129

The Ball, watercolour, 22 x 15"
130

Fair Wind!, watercolour, 22,4 x 15"
131

Sabbath, watercolour, 22,4 x 15"
132

Time overflows, watercolour, 22 x 15"
133

Early Morning, watercolour, 22,4 x 15"
134

The Shadow of a Dream, watercolour, 22,4 x 15"
135

Our Mists are ending, watercolour, 22 x 15"
136

Tenderness, watercolour, 22,8 x 15"
137

More, watercolour, 22,4 x 15"
138

Between Winds and Tides
Exhibition 2007

139

Dagmar Bergmann was born at the end of the Second World War, in a refugee camp
in northern Germany. As a way of growing up in this world without identity, between
oblivion and secrecy, she imagined an infinitely mobile writing of silence, a painting as
eternal and true as the often hidden blue of the sky.
The evolution of the painting of Dagmar Bergmann reveals the extent of her quest,
as the exhibitions at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura testify. "Species of Spaces"
(2001) sets the scene of oblivion and secrecy, and the transparencies beneath
which they conceal their dance. With "Metamorphoses" (2003), life in oblivion is
endowed with a choreography which animates the canvases with its incessant
metamorphoses.
In "The Inside of Dreams" (2005) the artist addresses the enigma of identity.
Dreams, so alive and yet so secret, in turn reflections of our lives and reasons for
them, inspire Dagmar Bergmann with multidimensional painting where interior and
exterior interpenetrate freely.
The current exhibition, "Between Winds and Tides", was born out of this freedom. It
marks an essential stage in Dagmar Bergmann's quest: exposure. Like the winds and
tides, oblivion and secrecy erase but also expose a primeval world. We are offered
a passage towards this world, towards an original light (Rosy-fingered Dawn, Inner
Light) inhabited by a vital force (Wings of Desire, The Sorcerer's Apprentice, Living), an
enchanted passage (Song of the Windy Waves, Secret Garden) with vertiginous risks
(Reef, Acrobats…).

Previous page : Between Winds and Tides, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
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The Inner Light, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
141

The Sirens' Song, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
142

Passageway, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
143

Living, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
144

Festival, acrylic, 10,6 x 6,3"
145

Champagne, acrylic, 10,6 x 6,3"
146

Drift, acrylic, 13,8 x 8,7"
147

Pardon, acrylic, 13,8 x 8,7"
148

Reef, acrylic, 25,6 x 18,1"
149

The Stranger, acrylic, 21,7 x 15"
150

Floating Garden, acrylic, 24 x 15"
151

Secret Garden, acrylic, 24 x 15"
152

Garden of Dreams, acrylic, 24 x 15"
153

Acrobats, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
154

The Sorcerer's Apprentice, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
155

Dolphin Dreams, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
156

The Wings of Desire, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
157

The Tempest, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
158

The Pass, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
159

Deep Seabed, acrylic, 25,6 x 19,7"
160

Water Music, acrylic, 25,6 x 19,7"
161

Song of the Windy Waves, acrylic, 25,6 x 19,7"
162

Demons and Marvels, acrylic, 39,4 x 28,7"
163

Rosy-fingered Dawn, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
164

Fugues
Exposition 2009
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Dagmar Bergmann was born in Hamburg, the daughter of refugees from East Germany.
From an early age she felt attracted by the call of the fugues, above all as a form of
escape in search of an identity that had been erased by poverty and oblivion. The
landscapes of those fugues were blue, a promise of freedom and truth like the fragments
of sky Northern clouds sometimes reveal.
Once more the colour blue guided Dagmar Bergmann when she chose to leave Germany
and escape for good to a land of skies and seas where inner and outer fugues echo in
unison.
Between winds and tides the artist set up her easel and sought to express the turbulence
of fugues (Mistral, The Four Winds, Youth, Turbulent Infinite) and their secret harmony
(Ode to Joy, Night sheds its Leaves, Transfigured Night, Time after Time), setting free
sounds and fragrances (Sunrise Jazz, Perfumes, The Song of the Mariachi) which invite us to
escape.

Previous page : Fugues, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
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De Profundis Claude-Bernard, acrylic, 24 x 15"
167

Tequila, acrylic, 24 x 15"
168

Temptations, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
169

The Echappée Belle (Close Escape), acrylic, 24 x 15"
170

Night sheds its Leaves, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
171

Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night), acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
172

The Legacy of Prometheus, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
173

Affinities, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
174

Sunrise Jazz, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
175

Already, acrylic, 13,8 x 10,6"

At Last, acrylic, 13,8 x 10,6"
176

Quadrille, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
177

The Four Winds, acrylic, 39,4 x 28,7"
178

Turbulent Infinite, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
179

1492, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
180

Hymn to Joy, acrylic, 25,6 x 19,7"
181

Youth, acrylic, 25,6 x 19,7"
182

Liberation, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
183

Mistral, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
184

Time after Time, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
185

All the World's Mornings, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
186

Fairy Tale, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
187

The Song of the Mariachi, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
188

Perfumes, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
189

Fragments of Paradise
Exhibition 2011

190

"Paradise is not on Earth, but there are fragments of it. On Earth is a shattered paradise".
Jules Renard
Jules Renard, Extract from 28 December 1896 Diary

We can try to assemble these "Fragments of Paradise" and stick them together again.
I have chosen instead to leave them free to experience the forces of attraction, of
abandon, and of flight, as the "Game of Love and Chance" dictates. They are dreams of
birds in an open world where wings are still required.
To celebrate my tenth year of exhibition at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura, I would
like you to share the secrets of these "Fragments of Paradise" (Fata Morgana, Ode
to a Nightingale, Back to the Sources), which are by turns serene (Charm, Feelings),
turbulent (Night is moving, Tierra del Fuego), sombre (Kindertotenlieder) or joyful (Tipsy),
but which are always filled with tenderness (Tender is the Night, Garden of Childhood,
Butterfly Kisses).
Dagmar Bergmann

Previous page : Fragments of Paradise, acrylic, 24 x 15"
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Here or There, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
192

The Game of Love and Chance, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
193

Schwips (Tipsy), acrylic, 39,4 x 28,7"
194

Kindertotenlieder (Songs on the Death of Children), acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
195

Rhapsody in Blue, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
196

Fata Morgana, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
197

Iceland, acrylic, 24 x 15"
198

Moonlight Surf, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
199

The Furious Fifties, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
200

The Roaring Forties, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
201

Rough Weather, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
202

Losing North, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
203

Nereids, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
204

Nostalgia, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
205

Ode to a Nightingale, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
206

Charm, acrylic, 31,9 x 21,6"
207

Tender is the Night, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
208

Night is moving, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
209

Patagonia, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
210

Tierra del Fuego, acrylic, 23,6 x 11,8"
211

Garden of Childhood, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
212

Feelings, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
213

Migrations, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
214

Back to the Sources, acrylic, 39,4 x 25,6"
215

Butterfly Kisses, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
216

Dreaming Water, acrylic, 28,7 x 23,6"
217

Lifelines
2012 - 2015

218

The Game of Life
The life line connects the break-even points
The fate line connects the vanishing points
The heart line connects the points of no return
And these knotted lines … are us.
Dagmar Bergmann
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Cries and Whispers, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
220

Insomnia, acrylic, 36,2 x 23,6"
221

"Jellidification", acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
222

Equinox, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
223

Farewell to Waves, acrylic, 24 x 15"
224

Recreation, acrylic, 24 x 18,1"
225

Farandole, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
226

Moonlight, acrylic, 24 x 15"
227

Mondscheinsonate (Moonlight Sonata), acrylic, 24 x 15"
228

Shipwreck, acrylic, 29,5 x 9,8"
229

White Magic, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
230

Flowers for Algernon, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
231

Ophelia, acrylic, 21,7 x 13"
232

All my Friends are Wild, acrylic, 17,7 x 5,9"
233

Tectonics of Blue, acrylic, 28,7 x 19,7"
234

Ephemera, acrylic, 24 x 15"
235

Aurore Mineure (Aurora Miner), acrylic, 27,6 x 13,8"
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Taming Secrecy
Foreword 1
The following text updates that written in 1999 and completed in 2008 under the title
"The Inner Blue".
The 2008 text was written in response to the urgent requests received by Dagmar
Bergmann when the Cambridge Examination Board included her painting in the syllabus
for the international university entrance art exam (IGCSE) 2. That year the syllabus was
based on the theme "Secret" and included six key painters, dubbed "Secret Painters":
David Bomberg, Alain Jacquet, Mark Rothko, Jackson Pollock, Odilon Redon and Dagmar
Bergmann. Due to the somewhat paradoxical nature of the topic (expressing the
unexpressed), many perplexed candidates from around the world wrote to the only one
of the six artists who was still living.
Coincidentally – or ironically – Dagmar Bergmann is indeed a very reserved individual,
especially when it comes to discussing her painting, as she is keen to preserve its
spontaneity. Her brief commentary neatly sums up her convictions: "Even though I know
what I'm doing, I don't want to know that I know".
The reply given to the candidates and, more explicitly, this extended version, are thus
primarily composed of intuitions, impressions and hypotheses. In this, at least, the
imaginary biography that follows provides a faithful reflection of the qualities dearest
_____________________________________
1. The author wishes to thank Dagmar Bergmann for kindly agreeing to answer all his questions. The little
ironic, approving or sceptical grunts which usually form her replies to questions about her art were always
encouraging.
2. International General Certificate of Secondary Education.
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to the artist and her desire not to impose any interpretation upon her painting. This
text is therefore an attempt to formalise an artistic experience whose wealth remains
fundamentally inexpressible and… secret. Inevitably, it cannot encompass all the
pathways that have been explored over the 15 years of creation which it covers. For,
above all else, Dagmar Bergmann's work is devoted to freedom. That is how this "miner"
(Bergmann) explores passageways towards "daylight" (Dagmar).
Prologue
"If you tame me then we shall need each other. To me, you will be unique in all the
world. To you, I shall be unique in all the world…" says the fox.
A. Saint-Exupéry (The Little Prince)
"Taming": making something less wild, sharing its liberty.
"Fox": free, audacious, fierce at times, yet capable of love and sacrifice for its young;
foxes, like secrets, can be tamed, but not domesticated.
"Secret": the Germany in which Dagmar Bergmann grew up was replete with secrets:
when children wanted to know how their parents had acted during the war, the latter
"replied" by building a "labyrinth of silence" 3. As a little girl, Dagmar Bergmann spent
her childhood in this labyrinth. Outwardly, the camp of refugees from East Germany where
_____________________________________
3. This was shown very clearly in Giulio Ricciarelli’s German film: In the Labyrinth of Silence ("Im Labyrinth
des Schweigens", 2015).
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she lived with her mother did not resemble a labyrinth: long, narrow huts, with just one
room per family, stretching out in bleak lines. In the camp, the children were educated:
they were taught to speak, to write, to distinguish between good and evil, truth and
lies. But those who guided them seemed disorientated, imprisoned within a past which
they refused to mention. The situation was not very different to that of the rest of
Germany, but the child who dreamt of escaping the poverty and precariousness of the
camp wondered whether she would ever escape secrecy. How much of it would remain
forever within her? Would she have to tame it ?

Fury and Mystery
Until the 1960s, when the first war crime trials organised by Germany took place, most
German children knew nothing about Nazi atrocities and had never heard of Auschwitz.
When the information began to be made public, their adolescent rebellion was often
brutal, culminating in the extremist student movements of the late 60s. While these
movements have been widely studied and analysed, the situation of children prior to
their discovery of the secrets has seldom been examined. And yet many of them, like
the young Dagmar Bergmann, must have sensed the outlines of the secrets, their
interlacing, their false transparency and their elusive omnipresence. Children’s drawings
could not bear witness to a phenomenon like this one, an invisible frontier that is
simultaneously rejecting and enfolding them. A form of rivalry grew, pitting the young
Dagmar Bergmann against secrecy, like the rivalry between two offsprings who have
the same parents. But that, too, was a secret, as the identity of Bergmann’s father also
remained concealed for a long time.
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When little Daggi discovered writing, she sensed that she had found an ally. Like secrecy,
writing binds. Like secrecy, too, it is abstract and respects rules that reassure parents. But
writing also has the power to transgress, and it has all the wizardry recounted in the fairy
tales 4 which she so loved. Did fairy tales reveal to the little girl who explored the spells
woven by writing the peculiar complicity of mirrors and secrets? Did they hint that one
day the mirrors would come to haunt an art that writing had deserted?
In the meantime, the only means little Daggi had at her disposal were those of the
refugee camp: a few stubby coloured pencils, which she used to imagine a ritual for
secrecy. As she was allowed to draw in the margins of her school notebooks, she soon
covered them in a loopy writing, whose unknown letters flowed and entwined until they
completely isolated the pages of dictation 5. In these friezes, she did not use the geometric
motifs taught at school, because she sensed that secrecy is sinuous, probably infinite.
Instinctively, she invented a writing of silence, whose convolutions and transparencies
imitated the secrets' movements and the swirling which allowed them to slip away and
yet to envelop, to connect and yet to isolate.
With this writing, what the young girl was trying to achieve was an "anti-destiny", which is
how André Malraux defines art itself. For that was already art, in both its aspects:
sacredness, that is to say what binds but is not immediately accessible, and secrecy as its
presence is more significant than the knowledge of its meaning.
_____________________________________
4. Fairy Tales appear regularly in Bergmann's work. In the book, the following appear: Once in a Blue
Moon, p. 66, Fabula, p. 67, Fairy Tale, p. 187.
5. The same technique would be found later in the artist's ink drawings, where waves of signs similar to
those that formed her writing of silence reveal shapes: Abandon, p.279 and Past-Present, p. 280.
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What perhaps makes Dagmar Bergmann's work fundamentally original is the way it arises
from a confrontation, from the desire to exorcise secrecy. Secrecy that emanates from what
the artist holds most dear, most fearsome and most sacred: her mother. This calls to mind
Marguerite Yourcenar's definition of love as "one of the points of encounter of secrecy with
the sacred" 6. For the child and then the adult who wished to live and become emancipated,
the paradox was dizzying: how could she confront the secrecy of the very person who
provided love and affection? Should she provoke it or seduce it? Smother it or entice it to
speak out? These are, roughly, the key dualities behind Dagmar Bergmann's painting:
confrontation and tenderness, vertigo and serenity, identity and freedom.
With her writing ritual, the little girl's first aesthetic choices were defined, particularly in
terms of the colours available to her. There was red, a colour only the teacher was allowed
to use, which became a symbol of power and emancipation. And there were blues – from
the darkest blue to the palest – which the young girl used, experimenting with nuance
and trying to express the different modulations of secrecy. Red and blues could be mixed
together to produce a kind of purple, like the colour of the cyclamen on the windowsill, in
which her mother invested the secret memories of a lost happiness.
Writing silence continued beyond childhood, beyond the years of activist contestation and
the subsequent necessary departure from Germany in 1974. The writing of silence is still
present in the 1988 exhibition 7 particularly in the large painting entitled About Silence (p.18).
The adult, now become a painter, clearly pursued an ambiguous relationship with
secrecy, which neither emigration nor time hindered. Writing silence still respected
the horizontal linearity of school notebooks, but it extended beyond the margins and
_____________________________________
6. In "Memoirs of Hadrian", Marguerite Yourcenar, Penguin Classics, 2000.
7. The Waves live and die, p. 23, Night Flight, p. 19, Written in Water, p. 20.
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now unfurled across wide canvases, which were also blue. It seems as though over the
years the secret's innumerable layers had left a deposit, a highly volatile background
full of creases and folds. On the surface, the writing began to fly apart; several signs
becoming entirely individualised, as if freed from the ascendancy of secrecy. Some had
grown, almost disproportionately, or faded; yet their shapes still remained those of
writing silence. A complex dynamics was underway, as evidenced by paintings which
evoke turbulence, such as Alizés (Breezes) (p. 17). Evolution or involution – was the
painter's bond with secrecy being broken or renewed?
1998 and the years that followed provided radical answers to that question. In 1989,
writing completely disappeared from the paintings; it only remained in the drawings,
where it played the very specific role ascribed to it by the artist 8. As if to make her
separation from writing official, Dagmar Bergmann created a font and filed a patent
for it. As Paradox, the name she had chosen, was already registered, her alphabet was
finally recorded under the name "Dagmar" 9. The knots in the Möbius strip and the twists
that form it express, "to the letter", the ambiguities of secrecy: the sinuous lines, the
ambivalence of interior and exterior… By excluding writing from her work, Bergmann
renounced her ritual of secrecy and affirmed her desire to move on from the past.
Once writing had gone, it was immediately replaced by mirror shards. Sharp, rigid,
superficial, coldly objective, they appeared to be the very antithesis of secrecy: the
outside world, in its brutal nakedness, invaded its sacred sphere. Moreover, from 1994
blue also disappeared, and paint along with it: the "paintings" were now only composed
of superimposed mirror shards, as shown in the "Mirages" series (p. 25).
_____________________________________
8. See note 5.
9. See p. 277 Dagmar ® alphabet, reg. INPI Patent no 559, 1988.
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So brutal a break cannot only have been produced by aesthetic preoccupations; an
outside event must have contributed to it, in the form of the death of the artist's mother.
She died suddenly, from a massive stroke, without ever answering her daughter's
questions. After her passing, Dagmar Bergmann was finally able to carry out inquiries
– but she discovered nothing other than a biological father whose name she did not
share.
And so, with the "Teutonic slowness" 10 so characteristic of the artist and her way of
painting, Dagmar Bergmann gradually sank into depression, an unbearable combination
of anger and regret. If the end of the writing coincided with the end of the secrets, the
disappearance of blue coincided with that of her mother: the locus of a secrecy which
was above all that of love. Clues to the relationship between Bergmann's mother and
the colour blue are scattered through interviews with Dagmar Bergmann in which
blue is a topic frequently raised. For little Daggi, blue was, firstly, the colour of her
mother's eyes; it was also the colour of the child's first nice clothes: a dress that her
mother secretly knitted for her sixth birthday. Blue is also the most resistant of all
colours and the colour of things that protect us: the sea, which is the cradle of life, and
the atmosphere which isolates us from radiation, obscurity and the void. Finally, like
the friezes which the artist unconsciously dedicated to her mother, blue is where
nuance and mood shift, a place of the "incessant agitation of the possible and of the
impossible" that Georges Bataille ascribed to the influence of secrecy. For Dagmar
Bergmann, blue is thus like a mother, the essence of secrecy, its primitive and its
derivative.
_____________________________________
10. "Teutonisch langsam" is a term of self-mockery often used by Germans to refer to their slowness but
also their perseverance.
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Had Dagmar Bergmann really moved on from secrecy? That was the question that a short
poem from this period seemed to ask:
					 Psyche 11
					
					
					
					
					
					
					

At the bottom of a powder compact
A tiny little mirror
Its face flaking
Running out of bitterness
Running out of adventures
Little frayed mirror
Overflowing with the night.

In the Shade of Mirrors
In many ways, mirrors are the antithesis of secrecy, both in terms of physical
characteristics and in terms of their image. Mirrors are veritable metonymies of the
outside; they open windows – one might even, in light of their fragments, say that they
open breaches – in Dagmar Bergmann's blue universe. But mirrors are not free of
ambiguity or paradox either. Do they not, firstly, reflect the shattered identity of an
artist who turns the doubts felt towards her mother against her own self? Replacing
writing with mirrors is also ambiguous: does the loss of the mother not bring about an
unconscious return to childhood and to fairy tales where writing and mirrors possess the
same secret powers?
________________________________
11. See original French texts in pages 302 to 304.
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There are examples in art of mirrors being substituted for writing. In similar
circumstances, the poet Pierre Reverdy experienced a deep depression, followed by a
renunciation of writing 12, which can be glimpsed in his collection entitled "Flaques de
verre" (Puddles of Glass): "I cannot see poetry any more other than between the lines.
It is no longer present for me in books…" 13. In many respects, Dagmar Bergmann's
ritual of writing silence may therefore have carried on, transposed into the more mobile
universe of reflections. Did the artist sense that when she subsequently stopped using
the colour blue, then paint itself?
Having chosen to use only mirrors, the artist had only two degrees of freedom left:
the shape and the positioning of the fragments. From that point on, as her work relied
heavily on the random effects of reflections and breaking glass, the display of her work
became problematic. All the more so as Bergmann opened simultaneously another
window onto the world: the website http:dagmarbergmann.net. Again, as for writing
and painting, Bergmann solved the problem by means of elimination: each mirror
composition would be photographed with carefully chosen reflections, and
then destroyed so that the only trace left of it would be a single photo. Dagmar
Bergmann's first such work was dedicated to her mother. It was a flower which she
entitled Vergissmeinnicht (Forget-me-not) and which she destroyed as soon as she
had taken a photograph of it (p. 278). In the photo, the reflections selected by the
artist are "tragironic": an interweaving of metallic shafts… which bring to mind TV
________________________________
12. Pierre Reverdy is one of Dagmar Bergmann's favourite poets, as several of the titles to her paintings show.
Reverdy found out the identity of his real father quite late in life and went through a serious depression after
his death.
13. "Flaques de Verre", Gallimard, 1929.
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aerials as well as barbed wire 14. Following mirror compositions met with the same fate,
apart only from the little work entitled Voyage (p. 25), which was saved in extremis from
destruction by people close to Dagmar Bergmann.
After giving up so much, it was time for the artist to take stock and wonder whether
she had not sacrificed too much. For once, the question seemed to take on an almost
academic form: figurative or abstract? In fact, the mirror compositions often took on
figurative patterns: the flower in Vergissmeinnicht (p. 278), the sailing boat in Voyage
(p. 25), the standing stones and clouds in Carnac (p. 25)… However, unlike other painters,
for whom abstract work often followed a more or less extended period of figurative painting,
working in abstract is a primordial choice for Dagmar Bergmann, one born alongside writing
silence. Was abstraction irretrievably condemned? In fact, although Bergmann never
rejected figurative art – as her drawings show – she is convinced that figurative art limits
the viewer's freedom by giving too much importance to how the subject is rendered and
to the painter's technical prowess. And when she can be persuaded to say a few words on
the subject, she alludes to the sacred nature of perspective and the centuries that were
needed to break free from its constraints: "Depth is in the viewer's mind".
In order to free the imagination, Dagmar Bergmann feels that a latent power must run
through the work and co-ordinate the various parts that compose it, without altering
their specificity or liberty; she believes that there must be a link between distant objects 15.
_____________________________________
14. Until then, Dagmar Bergmann's photos were essentially used as a means of recording her works.
Now, the act was far more meaningful, because her childhood photos had just been stolen and she
was sad at losing the little lace-edged images that illustrated the mother's sacrifices for her daughter.
15. Reverdy’s influence is also perceptible here. He wrote: "The more distant and just the relationship
between the two realities that are brought together, the more powerful the image will be – The greater
its emotive power and poetic reality will be…" (Nord-Sud, 1918).
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"Everything is connected", she often says, repeating an idea that may seem rather "New
Age" but offers an accurate image of what her writing of silence already expressed. That
is partly why Dagmar Bergmann's work is slow, as it is focused on the need to establish
links between every part it contains.
Yet the mirror shards are not very individual in appearance and there is no force that dwells
within them; they call to mind the words of the poet Guillevic on another artefact, cement:
					

Cement 16

					
					
					
					
					
					
					

I tried
With cement.
It knows nothing,
Is unconnected,
Does not inhabit anything,
Is uninhabited.
It knows no fear.

To establish connections, Dagmar Bergmann could only use the relationship between the
mirrors and the reflections they cast. So she sought fragments of mirror whose shape
would evoke what they reflected. Thus the clouds of Carnac (p. 25) are both reflected
from the sky and imitated by the shards, multiplying the encounters between signified
and signifier.
The choice of clouds is not only related to the odd beauty of these overlapping
references, but is also a call sent out to faithful companions. To the child watching them
_____________________________________
16. Guillevic: "Le ciment", in "Sphères suivi de Carnac", Poésies Gallimard, 1977.
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shift above the camp, the clouds were already a symbol of escape. Then they accompanied
her on her solo flights aboard Jodel D-112 monoplanes and became actors in the first
films she made 17. Since then, clouds have filled the background of every page on
her website; they also feature on the cover of the book produced to document the
2001-2015 retrospective. Over time, they have come to represent inspiration, the slow
blossoming of a diffuse, drifting form, born of the void and returning towards it in a
continual back and forth movement of the visible and the invisible. This perception is
very different to that of other artists, who view inspiration as dazzling and sudden, like
lightning in the night 18.
Grey, low and dull, clouds confirmed the artist's break away from blue, but the relation
between forms and reflections was difficult to generalise: Bergmann found it too normative,
too static; it did not open up the spaces of liberty she was hoping for. And so clouds were
still reflected in a few works (such as the "Mirages series", p. 25) before disappearing,
leaving only pools of glass without any reflection. Dagmar Bergmann had reached an
impasse: mirrors could not give what she was seeking, whilst for her "art is a game,
and the stakes are all about giving".
Then, around the edges of the fragments, a subtle effect caught her attention: a slight
iridescence caused by the decomposition of light. These tiny rainbows brought a kind
_____________________________________
17. See for instance, "Les merveilleux nuages" (Wonderful Clouds): www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWaei6JegSM.
18. See René Char: "Porteront rameaux ceux dont l’endurance sait user la nuit noueuse qui précède et suit
l'éclair" (Those enduring ones who can use the knotty night preceding and following the lightning shall
wield branches), in "Le Nu perdu" (The Lost Nude), Editions Gallimard, 1978, and "J’aime qui m'éblouit
puis accentue l'obscur à l'intérieur de moi" (I like who dazzles me then highlights the darkness inside
me), in "Les Matinaux" (Early Risers), Editions Gallimard, 1950.
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of tenderness into the cold, rigid world of the mirrors. A less attentive observer would
doubtless have overlooked them, for they are just 1 or 2 millimetres of the unexpected
where the light insists on playing; as though life had sought refuge at the edges of
the pools of glass, decorating them with a fine outline 19.The artist was troubled by this
timid reminder that the force which connects without standardising, and which mobilises
without disorganising, is light.
Thereafter began a quest that continued for several years – we shall only outline its key
stages here. In order for the light to vibrate as freely as possible, Dagmar Bergmann
scattered the shards of mirror over a sheet of glass, which she then mounted in a frame,
leaving a space between it and the background. In the "void" left, shadows cast and
light could circulate, and the mirror fragments appeared to float like clouds. All that
remained was to "sky" the work by means of a blue background.
Her first attempt included, as a background, a painting she had produced several years
earlier. And that is how The Game of Life (p. 26) was born, its title reminiscent of the
simultaneously and vital nature of a connection between past and present. Then came
Me acuerdo (p. 27), which can be translated as "I remember" or as "I am in tune".
Me acuerdo confirmed the return of the mother's blue and the agreement between its
different hues and the shadows cast by the mirrors. However, that association was not
an equal one, for the painting came before the mirror composition and all Bergmann's
efforts to reverse that order proved disappointing. Space-Time (p. 28) illustrates this
"relativity" within the painting/mirror duo: when the blue space fades, the mirror shards
look more rigid and hold the shadows by their sides. Dagmar Bergmann noted the
_____________________________________

19. Like the clouds in the proverb, "Every cloud has a silver lining", meaning that even in difficult situations
there is always a glimmer of hope.
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irony behind this empirical metaphysics and it caused her to reflect once more on the
question of the artist's liberty. She understood that, after her mother's death, the role
played by time had changed for good.
Then came a work which can justifiably be termed decisive, as it was the last one to
contain mirrors. In calling the composition First Gnossienne (p. 29), Dagmar Bergmann
once again showed how much attention she paid to the titles of her paintings, those
"future perfect tenses" 20 that come after each work yet influence its destiny. First
Gnossienne was the first of Dagmar Bergmann's titles relating to music; it was followed
by many others, revealing the increasing importance of time 21. Perhaps the reference
to Erik Satie reflects the artist's doubts regarding the compartmentalisation between
the painting and the mirrors 22. The title also calls to mind Socrates and his famous
invitation to "know oneself", a knowledge that mirrors cannot bring.
First Gnossienne is basically a pictorial chimera; geometric abstraction and lyrical
abstraction are both found within it, along with reality and dreams, in the shade of
mirrors without reflections. In the northeastern section of the painting, a "perspective"
appears to open onto a blue intimacy and depth, but the weakened shadows of the
mirrors cannot support it. This – or so the work seems to say – is what happens when one
_____________________________________
20. The expression is taken from Jankélévitch's "La musique et l’ineffable", Seuil, 1983 (Music and the
Ineffable, English translation, Carolyn Abbate).
21. For Dagmar Bergmann, the secret was probably a time inhibitor from early childhood onwards. That
may be why she has always taken pains to date each work as soon as it is finished, as if to prove to
herself that she is advancing in spite of secrecy.
22. The First Gnossienne (1890), composed for piano by Erik Satie, is basically "free music", with no
indications as to tempo or bar lines.
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tries to move past secrecy: evacuated along with the writing of silence, it reappears
in the shadows of the mirrors and, when that shadow fades, it imagines a perspective.
That is also what the photographic self-portrait on the cover of this book seems to
say. Contrary to appearances, it is not a montage but a simple snapshot taken in a
hotel in Patzcuaro, Mexico 23. In the photo there is nothing other than a tiled floor, a
two-panelled window and an artist playing with her shadow and with reflections. In
the opening wings, one can perhaps see the hesitation and promise of a flight soon
to be undertaken. The lesson of chaos begun in the shadow of the mirrors is also
perceptible 24.

_____________________________________

23. Mexico, a country that has always been dear to Dagmar Bergmann's heart, was considered by André
Breton to be the most truly surrealist of all countries.
24. This is a reference to the "Butterfly Effect" in "Chaos theory". Butterflies are present in several of Dagmar
Bergmann's paintings, such as Butterfly Kisses, p. 216.
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Spaces
The first exhibition at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura was entitled "Spaces" and the
cover of the catalogue was a watercolour called Species of Spaces (p. 47). The quote taken
from Perec, which forms an epigraph, summed up the artist's findings after the crisis and
testified to her renewed curiosity: "The space of our lives is neither continuous, nor infinite,
nor homogeneous or isotropic. But do we know exactly where it breaks off, where it curves,
where it disconnects and comes together?"(p. 48). At that time, Dagmar Bergmann had
just left Europe to live in Reunion Island. One of the several reasons for this new exile was
certainly her need to be elsewhere in order to (re)discover herself more effectively, by
externalising the ghosts of her mother and secrecy. The Indian Ocean which surrounded
her studio provided the right shades of blue, as well as clouds and pools of light that
shimmer between them 25.
After the complex combinations of painting and mirrors, these "Spaces" seem almost
empty: fine filaments dance before a distant, sketchy background.
Most works express a serene wait, tinged with perplexity: Maybe (p. 53), Or Tomorrow
(p. 54), Imagine (p. 63), Daydream (p. 64), Bluesy (p. 65), Carpe Diem (p. 72)… Other
titles, with a hint of irony, reveal the artist's need to take stock of her painting and of
herself. One such example is Self-portrait (p. 49), the only one of the artist's watercolours
to deal with the subject. Abstract, disorganised, almost empty, this Self-portrait most
clearly appears to be mocking in tone. It illustrates the serenity, formed of gravity and faint
irony, that runs through all Bergmann's work. Time also seems lighter: Free Time (p. 55),
The Spirit of Time (p. 56), The Scent of Time (p. 58), and even Time flees (p. 70). No more
_____________________________________
25. See photograph, p. 24.
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mirrors to deconstruct time, no more rigid superimpositions, but instead, music: Calypso
(p. 75), 'Round Midnight (p. 76), Ragtime (p. 77), Free Jazz (p. 79)... Even German puts
in an appearance, with the lightness of Eine Kleine Nachtmusik (p. 50), to be followed
by several other works in homage to Schönberg, Mahler or Beethoven. In answer to the
inevitable questions about her nationality, Dagmar Bergmann would reply, "I'm German,
but I'm curing myself of that in France" and she did seem at last to have been "cured" in
the incredible ethnic mosaic of Reunion Island.
And yet, while the profusion of signs symbolises life in all its diversity, the elements
in these works seem so light that they could be carried away by the slightest thing. At
times, a whirlwind even seems to be sucking them in, or a wave to be tossing them
over: Odyssey (p. 51), Fêt’ Nat (National Day) (p. 52), Maybe (p. 53), Or Tomorrow
(p. 54), Free Time (p. 55), Imagine (p. 63). It is as though a secret force is seeking
to erase everything, unless it is trying to connect up the scattered signs once more
and save them from being swallowed by the blue. The effect calls to mind Michaux's
"meidosems", little spidery creatures, scattered, tender and bewildered:
To act here I come 26
[…]
You are in trouble no more
Your difficulties fall like untangled strings
The nightmare you escaped, dishevelled, is gone.
_____________________________________
26. Henri Michaux, p. 530, "Œuvres complètes", Editions Gallimard, 2001.
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Emptied of its secret, the world depicted seems to waver between memory and forgetting:
is there life beyond secrecy ? Odyssey (p. 51) perhaps sums up the scale of the peaceful
drama unfolding; one can sense in it Ulysses' disappointment when, with the secret of
his identity revealed at last, he understands that the Ithaca he has found once more
does not possess the beauty he imagined. One of the final poems written during that
period expresses the unbearable lightness of rediscovered liberty:
We were too light
The traces of our lives
Will leave in the air
Only a lichen of pale ash
Affectionate, light,
Abrasive and abstract,
Woven through encounters with new prisoners.
Taking note of the precarious freedom of her inspiration, Dagmar Bergmann decided to
try out a new technique, in keeping with that lightness: watercolours. Was she taking
lightness lightly? This would not have been the first time she obeyed that type of
intuition: already the mirrors had "metonymised" the exterior. But this time the change
in technique suggested to her a radical means of containing the blue and vitalising
inspiration while allowing zones of light and colour to emerge. It involved applying to
acrylic paints a method commonly used in watercolours, known as "reserves".
Put briefly, the technique involves applying a removable rubber medium on certain areas
of the canvas, known as reserves. These areas are then covered with the paint. Finally
they are revealed and the preserved whiteness of the canvas allows for particularly vivid,
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dynamic application of colours. Acrylic paint does not generally require reserves, because
the colours do not spread as they do with watercolours. Moreover, acrylic is a more
covering medium than oil paint; colours can be superimposed without effects of
transparency subduing them or altering them 27. However, for Dagmar Bergmann,
reserves were a means of addressing an entirely different issue: the hegemony of blue.
For, as shown in the attempts undertaken during her crisis period and their abandon in
"Spaces", blue remained inevitable in her work.
This presentation has considered the numerous factors (affective, historical, and even
atavistic) behind the fundamental importance of blue in Bergmann's work. It has also
suggested how it could lead to the erasing of colours and even of light. To assess the
significance of blue, one need merely look at the palette used in the "Spaces" series:
there are at least fourteen shades of blue 28, as many as all other colours combined. Blue
encompasses everything; it is the milieu in which the signs are scattered and, when a wave
nudges them, it is still a wave contained in blue.
Faced with this evidence, Dagmar Bergmann could, like other artists, have opted to use only
blue paint. But something within her refused to do so – some need for a future, whereas blue
had become primarily a place of memory. Blue was childhood, her mother; it had formed
and strengthened over the years with the depositing of innumerable layers of secrecy. But
without the passing time, it threatened to become a lifeless place, like the bottom of lagoons.
_____________________________________
27. The idea of the reserves may have another explanation: the period of the "Metamorphoses" was also
influenced by the artist's increasing use of computers. When Bergmann designed her website, she
discovered the world of "undos", immediate regrets that are striking in terms of their quantity and their
freedom.
28. Prussian Blue, Phthalocyanine, Primary Blue, Sky Blue, Cobalt, Ultramarine, Dark Ultramarine, Purple
Blue, Manganese, bright, light or permanent blue, Cerulean blue, Cyan.
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Metamorphoses
As Dagmar Bergmann says in the preface to the catalogue for "Metamorphoses" (p. 81),
she does not want to forget and so she cannot let the blue suffocate. She dreams
of preserving the power of blue while also allowing colours and vitality to burst out.
Was that not what she had already been trying to do when she superimposed blue
paint and mirrors?
The use of reserves has changed the issue radically, for now life is not to be expressed
on the outside, on the surface of the mirrors. The idea is, when the reserves are
revealed, to "forget" the blues that have covered them. A form of "à la carte" subversion,
whose "Metamorphoses" (p. 81) 29 Bergmann can portray as she wishes, choosing the
shape and surface of the "forgotten" zones on each painting.
When asked how she decides on the position and shape of the reserves, she
replies, "However I like, out of the sheer desire to feel them on the canvas,
without thinking about it – above all, without thinking!". Even taking into account
Dagmar Bergmann's natural discretion when faced with any questions about her
art, it is easy to imagine the basic joy that must fill her when she's subverting
the blue space with these niches. It brings to mind the pleasure some sculptors
feel at simply kneading a lump of clay, moved only by the life that may spring
_____________________________________
29. In the preface to the catalogue Dagmar Bergmann recalls that the title Metamorphoses of Forgetting is
an inverted echo of Paul Eluard's line "We live in the forgetfulness of our metamorphoses", from "Le dur
désir de durer" (The dour desire to endure), Paul Eluard, 1946, "Œuvres complètes t. II", Gallimard,
La Pléiade.
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from it 30. Thus was born, just as writing silence was born years before, a painting of
forgetting leaping from the primordial void of the canvas, whence inspiration comes.
In each painting, forgetting changes form; it never condemns memory for good; on
the contrary, it stirs it, stimulates it and animates it with all the energy that pours from
its "void". In fact, the blue paintwork is done after seeing or glimpsing the reserve
zones and deciding either to ignore them or draw inspiration from them.
Painted over the disclosed reserves, the colours thrill, come alive in the quest for a
multitude of balances. Alcyons (p. 89) is the finest example of this. No reproduction
can do justice to this huge painting, which actually causes vertigo, making one feel as
if being carried off by the wind. The liberation of sense and colour that has begun in
the "Spaces" of the previous exhibition thus continues in "Metamorphoses", but what
a metamorphosis there is between the discreet Birth of Venus (2001, p. 68) and the
stunning Sundance (2003, p. 86)!
Sometimes, even the blue ventures into the reserves, in a fabulous coupling of memory
and forgetting. That is what can be seen in The Argonauts (p. 94), and it is fascinating
to compare that painting with Odyssey (p. 51).
The memory/forgetting duos in the Gymnopédies (pp. 95-97) also illustrate the
care Bergmann takes to give initiatory titles to her paintings, insofar as they hint at
pathways without obliging the initiate to follow them. These Gymnopédies offer an
ironic homage to the sacred character that blue has gained: that of a temple which
_____________________________________
30. See Paul Claudel, "Camille Claudel Statuaire" in Positions et propositions I. Œuvres en Prose, Gallimard,
Pléiade, 1965.
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would remain empty were it not for the vitality of the young initiates who come to
dance there, as naked as the white canvas 31.
However it seems at times that we are witnesses to a struggle between the blues and
the white, between memory and forgetting, particularly in the works where Bergmann
uses a new format: the triple square. These canvases, which are smaller in height,
seem to have been chosen to concentrate space and foster confrontation. The title of
Foam of the Days (p. 88) speaks volumes: a white wave appears to be fighting for
survival. One could say the same about Parade (p. 90), which is another nod to Erik
Satie. Other paintings evoke, in turn, the dominance of white (Freedom, p. 107) or of
blues (Requiem, p. 106).
The Metamorphoses were clearly only beginning, but with the use of reserves it seems
that the words uttered by the artist 10 years earlier – The Exit is Inside 32 – were
coming true. Thinking of them, one is also reminded again of Henri Michaux’s extended
poem, set in the margins of his book "Face aux verrous" (Facing the Bolts), of which
just a few excerpts are reproduced here:

_____________________________________
31. This is another allusion to Erik Satie, "Les raisonnements d’un têtu" (Reasonings of a Stubborn One)
followed by "Mémoires d'un amnésique" (Memories of an Amnesic), Voix d'encre, Montélimar, 2013.
32. This was the title of a planned exhibition that never took place due to Dagmar Bergmann's departure
for Reunion Island and her move to another gallery (see The Inner Blue, p. 12).
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To act here I come 33
Pushing the door in you, I entered
To act, here I come
I am here
I stand by you
You are no longer left behind
You are in trouble no more
Your difficulties fall like untangled strings
The nightmare you escaped, dishevelled, is gone.
With me you are setting foot on the first step of the endless stairway
that supports you
and takes you up
and soothes you
To the fringes of your horizons
To the heart of the child of your dreams
pushing blankets of peace
I flow in,
[...]
Where there was a scattering there is your will
like an ivory egg
There is peace
I have washed the face of your future.
_____________________________________
33. Translation of "Agir, je viens", published in "Le temps de la poésie" (Poetry Time) 1949, Henri Michaux,
"Œuvres Complètes", pp. 529-30, Gallimard, 2001.
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The Inside of Dreams
The paintings in this series were produced during one of the happiest periods in Dagmar
Bergmann's life. After years of doubt and conflict, the reserves now present in her
painting create opportunities for new creations and her painting is successful once more.
Geographic distance has not been a handicap – on the contrary, it has broadened and
increased the range and number of connoisseurs of Bergmann's painting, as well as its
media coverage (TV, magazines and newspapers). The response to Dagmar Bergmann's
newly created website is even more varied: through blogs and forums where her work
are mentioned, she discovers the very diverse reactions provoked by her painting
around the world and sees that one of her dearest wishes was coming true: "producing"
opening spaces of liberty where everyone can meet. The artist's environment is in
harmony: abundant light and colours, often brought together in the evening by a green
ray on the horizon, various winds that the volcano and the ocean seem to send back
and forth between them – from the tiniest breeze to the mightiest cyclone. Everything
combined to instil happiness at being there without ceasing to be elsewhere…
At times, such plenitude seems unreal: is that why paintings from that period focus
on dreams? Some paintings suggest as much: Icarus' Dream (p. 114), Lilou (p. 117),
Salamanders (p. 119), Daughters of Fire (p. 120), Nirvana (p. 125), The Limbo of the
Pacific (p. 126), Totems and Taboos (p. 127)...
In the preface to the catalogue, Dagmar Bergmann puts things a little differently: "I
am touched by the secrecy of dreams and the fact that they are both deeply intimate
and yet alive. I am touched also by the game of hide-and-seek they play with us, until
we forget who is inside whom. In dreams, secrecy and forgetting swap roles continually.
They desire and oppose one another, caught up in a dance of life which is shown in my
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exhibitions at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura". These lines literally describe the
relationship that "Metamorphoses" establishes between memory and forgetting; however,
Bergmann – who is always concerned with preserving the mysteries of inspiration –
preferred to use the allegory of dreaming, playing ironically with the mechanism of
displacement at work in it.
Beyond the confines of this game of hide-and-seek, the references to dreams express
the artist's questioning of the reserves: what energy do they release and how can it be
articulated? Colouring the reserves raised the question of their rapport with blue.
As we have seen, blue can be painted by ignoring the reserves or by projecting a form of
accord/discord with them: this is probably what Bergmann is referring to in the preface
to the catalogue: "In dreams, secrecy and forgetting… desire and oppose one another…".
In turn, the colouring of the reserves can be carried out independently of the blue or else
in a relation to the blue that can be anything from union to confrontation. The balance
and dynamics of the entire work thus depend upon the shape of the reserves: they are
like so many White Rabbits with their pocket watches, inviting Alice to follow them into a
wonderland 34 where time has gone awry and Cartesian logic no longer holds, a land "of
rupture, renewal and recommencing located not into two dimensions, nor yet in three,
but in an inter-dimensionality woven with figures and signs" 35.
"The Inside of Dreams" series is surprising because the tensions within the reserves
are so very different to the harmony established in "Metamorphoses": the forms are
multiple, drawn out, often torn by forces that seem to exceed them. Gusts of wind and
_____________________________________
34. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll, 1865.
35. Preface to the catalogue for the exhibition entitled The Inside of Dreams, p. 109.
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storms disperse and literally shred the reserves: The Inside of Dreams (p. 108), Through
the Looking Glass (p. 110), Genesis (p. 111), The Assault (p. 112), The Belle Epoque
(p. 113), Icarus' Dream (p. 114), Totems and Taboos (p. 127), Fair Wind! (p. 131),
reaching a climax in Summer Winds (p. 115) where nothing can escape the intermingling
of forms.
And yet these paintings do not create any sense of pain or suffering; what dominates is
their energy. This impression of overflowing may have surprised Bergmann, although,
the very nature of the "pure" and "unreflecting pleasure" 36 behind her painting of the
reserves was to flow over.
Is this not what psychoanalysis terms "the resurfacing of repressed feelings"? The vitality
repressed by the blue resurfaces when, in turn, the reserves suppress the blue. The
vitality breaks free, exalted by its desire to transgress the space. Time overflows (p. 133),
Sabbath (p. 132) and Gone with the Wind (p. 121) proclaim this victory for desire, whereas
Life in Folds (p. 122) and The Other Side of Heaven (p. 123) seem to make mockery of
the folds and creases that inhibit life.
As one with her painting, Dagmar Bergmann doubtless thinks that her works deserve
to be allowed to dream. For how long? When Bergmann was asked about Icarus' Dream
(p. 114), she gave the impression that she could already glimpse the disorder that lay
ahead.

_____________________________________
36. These are the artist's own words, p. 256.
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Between Winds and Tides
As the title of this exhibition suggests, the paintings from the 2006-2007 period reflect a
pivotal moment. The first works were painted in Reunion Island, at the end of the decade
spent there by Bergmann; the following ones were painted on her arrival in Tahiti, where
she moved to live.
The first period is full of the forces freed by the opening of the reserves, a vitality that
is most strikingly expressed in Living (p. 144). The white has almost vanished beneath the
colour, and although the rifts caused by the vital forces is perceptible, as in Passageway
(p. 143), lulls are possible, and remain joyful, in Festival (p. 145) and Champagne
(p. 146). Warm hues predominate: reds, oranges, yellows and some greens. After the
years spent in Reunion, Bergmann freely expressed tropical colours. But at the end of
this period, her work is overcome by a sort of sluggishness, where the shapes seemed
to drift and become lost. An uncertain mixture of blues and whites invades the canvas:
The Stranger (p. 150), Drift (p. 147), Pardon (p. 148), and Rosy-fingered Dawn (p. 164)
that Dagmar Bergmann was unable to finish for almost a year and signed shortly before
the 2007 exhibition. In these last paintings from Reunion Island, only red still emerges,
but it is not the red of life; rent, pale, it seems to evoke the morbid effusion of vital
fluids, a universe of wounds and dressings. As art and life cannot be entirely separated,
it should be mentioned that the context in this instance was that of a crime committed
against Bergmann, too dazzled by the tropical paradise to be aware of the dangers it
hid. The incident left her distressed and was probably a reason why she left the island,
but it cannot fully explain the changes to her painting at this period. The Stranger,
Drift and Pardon also reflect an inspiration that has become mired in an area of dead
calm, in a world outside time, with no clear outline, where vitality can only ooze out.
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There is no boundary between past and future, no shady line cast by the sundial.
Bergmann senses that, for time to start again, she had to reinstate secrecy in its
position between memory and forgetting. After trying to subjugate it with writing,
exorcise it with mirrors and then forget it with reserves, the artist acknowledges its
loyalty and importance.
Although she has made some attempts at accomplishing this while she was in Reunion
Island, particularly in Reef (p. 149), it is in Tahiti that the artist undertakes to feature the
role of secrecy. In the very first painting she does there, it is obvious that the scene has
been entirely reappraised. Only two "colours" are left, blue and white, but a third one is
immediately visible: black, or rather Prussian blue. This very dark blue now plays a specific
role: it is the shadow line between the blues and whites, the frontier of secrecy, where past
and present, memory and forgetting are separated, the framework to the whole ensemble.
No one knows why Dagmar Bergmann never uses black; however the distinction is important
to her and she is always very quick to correct any misunderstanding on the subject. A
few personal remarks hint that Prussian blue, like black, symbolises childhood fears and
authenticates them. And, after all, black is what miners face in the mineshaft 37. Painting
secrecy is in fact an act of bravery for Bergmann, after wishing so much to be free of it.
That is very probably what she is admitting when she choses the title of her first painting of
the "Between Winds and Tides" series: The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (p. 155). This big canvas,
from which she has never agreed to be parted, still hangs in her living room. Its dark arms
recall those of a monstrous galaxy; looking at it, one has the impression of a huge rotation
starting up again. This return to origins seems to be behind the description in the preface to
the catalogue (p. 140): "This exhibition, Between Winds and Tides… marks a key stage in
_____________________________________
37. See Foreword to this text, p. 266.
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Dagmar Bergmann's quest: uncovering. Like winds and tides, forgetting and secrecy
erase yet also uncover a primordial world. What is suggested here is a passageway to
that world, towards an original light…". The next painting, Dolphin Dreams (p. 156), is
the same size as The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (p. 155). It shows the same big arms drawing
the space into a powerful whirlwind. As was the case with the 2003 exhibition, the title of
the painting refers to dreams, but this time secrecy is no longer concealed; its dark lines
give structure to the whole. The painting evokes the joyful schools of dolphins that the
artist watched from her studio, frolicking in the swell of the waves entering the channel:
The Pass (p. 159). For a long time, it was thought that dolphins have to remain awake in
order to come up to the surface at regular intervals to breathe, and that they therefore do
not dream, until it was found that the hemispheres of their brains work alternately, with
one remaining alert while the other dozes. The discovery of this secret duality delighted
Dagmar Bergmann, who sees the ability to dream as a key difference between species.
A third painting completes what could be called "The Manifesto of Secrecy". It is The Wings
of Desire (p. 157), where other dreamers are depicted: birds, which are often evoked in
the titles of Bergmann's works. As in the two previous paintings, blues, whites and the
almost-black of secrecy's frontier clearly alternate. Desire takes off, borne by powerful
wings, and creates an almost poignant feeling: the joy of a newly free flight, but also the
need to overcome the force of gravity. Has the dramatization of secrecy failed? Will time
remain suspended, or will it sink beneath the eddying waves of The Pass (p. 159) and the
tumultuous Tempest (p. 158)? Ambiguity is unleashed and also rent asunder, so much so
that in Demons and Marvels (p. 163); the canvas is covered with coloured scratches,
foreshadowing a vision of painting that Dagmar Bergmann was to express years later:
"Painting is time that heals" (see note 48, p. 272). Demons and Marvels alludes to two yet
radically different works: on the one hand, the French title of a short story in Lovecraft's
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"The Call of Cthulhu" and its reference to inherited guilt, abyss vertigo, on the other hand
it is the first line of a song in Jacques Prévert's "Paroles" which achieves a balance between
winds and tides:
Quicksand
Demons and marvels
Winds and tides
Yet in the distance the sea has withdrawn
Demons and marvels
Winds and tides
And you
Like seaweed gently swinging in the wind
In the sands of your bed you move and dream
Demons and marvels
Winds and tides
In the distance the sea has withdrawn
But in your half-opened eyes
Two little waves remain
Demons and marvels
Winds and tides
Two little waves to drown myself.
Little by little, Harmony settles in and becomes a choir: Water Music (p. 161), Song of the
Windy Waves (p. 162), The Sirens' Song (p. 142). One feels that time has resumed its course.
_____________________________________

38. "Démons et Merveilles", in "Sables Mouvants" (Moving Sands), Jacques Prévert, "Paroles", Gallimard, 1949.
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Fugues
All the paintings in this exhibition celebrate rediscovered light, and Dagmar Bergmann, a
miner working to open passageways towards the light 39, is aptly named. Even the night
is luminous, phosphorescent, as in Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night, p. 172) 40, or
pert and ironic, as in Night sheds its Leaves (p. 171). Time has begun to pass again, and
inspired more paintings evoking music than in all of Bergmann's other exhibitions put
together: as well as Verklärte Nacht, there is Ode to Joy (p. 181), Sunrise Jazz (p. 175),
Time after Time (p. 185), The Song of the Mariachi (p. 188) and even All the World’s
Mornings (p. 186) 41 or Quadrille (p. 177).
While the tumult and eddies of the previous period are still present in a few paintings,
particularly in Youth (p. 182), The Four Winds (p. 178) and Mistral (p. 184), the general
impression created is one of a choreography in which Bergmann is finally able to express
her immutable conviction that everything is connected and brimming with life: the
objects and the reserves have increased in number, there are no longer one or two
layers, but three, four or more… But the vision of the complete ensemble seems more
harmonious thanks to underlying omnipresence of the shadow line. As is always the
case when an idea conveys meaning, its development does not give rise to chaos:
while the great wheel of time which whirled the paintings in "Between Winds and Tides"
is no longer apparent, the paintings in "Fugues" give off a feeling of consonance and
_____________________________________
39. See Foreword to this text (p. 237).
40. The title is taken from Schönberg’s string sextet "Verklärte Nacht", 1899.
41. This is an indirect reference to music, via the eponymous film taken from the novel by Pascal Quignard
(1991), directed by Alain Corneau.
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obviousness. The fecund nature of the technique used is capable of provoking genuine
enthusiasm in the viewer. In Youth (p. 182), for instance, the shadow lines no longer
follow the outlines of the reserves. On the contrary, these borders between past and
future cross the reserves as though they were unaware of them: like youths! The same
shifts are apparent in The Echappée Belle (Close Escape) (p. 170), Affinities (p. 174),
Night sheds its Leaves (p. 171), The Song of the Mariachi (p. 188) and The Legacy
of Prometheus (p. 173), culminating in the extreme simplicity and impertinence of
Liberation (p. 183), where the shadow lines cut across the reserves and along with them
evoke shattered chains. These liberating counterpoints necessarily lead to thoughts of
musical fugues, for which the artist named the exhibition.
However, there is something unsettling about the gap between shadow lines and
reserves; while one might think that the colours would continue to follow the shape of
the reserves, they are now attached to the shadow lines. Little rainbows appear along
these lines, in Affinities (p. 174), Hymn to Joy (p. 181), Verklärte Nacht (p. 172) and
Temptations (p. 169), but also in the homage paid to a recently deceased artist: De
Profundis Claude-Bernard (p. 167). By blurring the shadow lines, these iridescences
reveal that they are constantly moving, that the frontier between past and present
continues to shift imperceptibly. As the artist already sensed in the "Metamorphoses",
each day that goes by inexorably changes memory.
Perhaps Dagmar Bergmann felt that when, at the heart of her "Fugues", she painted the
tiny diptych Already and At Last (p. 176). For did that painting not herald the inevitable
“Thus endeth…” of the Fairy Tale (p. 187) about Dagmar Bergmann and secrecy?
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Fragments of Paradise
The title and preface of the catalogue to this exhibition are unambiguous: Dagmar
Bergmann presents "Fragments" of a paradise of which only bits and pieces remain on
earth. She tells us that she did not try to assemble them, but "preferred to leave them
free to attract one another, forget one another, or fly away" (p. 191). Indeed, this series
of paintings is striking in terms of its variety: no theme is mentioned more than twice,
as though the artist wished to revisit the key moments in her work. With her style fully
matured, she never repeats herself, yet there are links between these "Fragments of
Paradise" (2010-2011) and the paintings from previous exhibitions. Schwips (Tipsy,
p. 194) can be linked to Elsewhere (2002-2003, p. 91), or Ode to a Nightingale (p. 206)
to The Inner Light (2006-2007, p. 141), or else Feelings (p. 213) can be linked with
Youth (2008-2009, p. 182).
There are two ways of explaining this approach. Firstly, Bergmann was about to mark the
10 th anniversary of her first exhibition at the Fondo Internacional de Pintura: that may
well have given rise to the idea of organising the retrospective which is now the subject
of this book. Secondly, Dagmar Bergmann had just decided to "return" to Europe, a very
significant decision which was triggered by the worsening health of her father.
Taking stock of the years spent in tropical paradises is a way of immunising her
against a return to the sources of secrecy, in a Germany and a town whose recall
Dagmar Bergmann dreaded as much as she dreaded their changes. To strengthen
her resolve, Dagmar Bergmann makes a series of epic voyages in a form of antipilgrimage which is reflected in several paintings: Tierra del Fuego (p. 211), Patagonia
(p. 210), The Furious Fifties (p. 200), The Roaring Forties (p. 201), Nord perdu
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(Losing North) (p. 203). Between these, calmer paintings seem to provide a means
of dulling the fear of imminent sorrows and reproaches: Back to the Sources (p. 215),
Garden of Childhood (p. 212), Kindertotenlieder (Songs on the Death of Children)
(p. 195) 42, Nostalgia (p. 205), Feelings (p. 213). Strikingly, the last two titles in the list
refer to emotions, in contrast to Dagmar Bergmann's preference for non-expressionist
themes.
What of the wings that the preface to the catalogue links with the fragments "[These
fragments]… are the dreams of birds in a world where wings are still needed"? They are
evoked in only two paintings: Ode to a Nightingale (p. 206) and Butterfly Kisses (p. 216).
The first clearly refers to Keats's poem 43 and fits the context perfectly: like the nightingale
which survives by singing, the artist can continue to live through art. Dagmar Bergmann's
intuition is obvious: the death awaiting her on her return to Europe – death of her father,
death of the past – would not prevent the "Fragments of Paradise" from flying off freely.
The painter's close connection with the poem is illustrated by three other works which
provide a faithful reflection of the benevolent nocturnal atmosphere in which barely
enough light filters through. Tender is the Night (p. 208) quotes word for word the 35 th
line of "Ode to a Nightingale", in a serene farewell to a paradise where Bergmann liked
to contemplate the phosphorescent night when the waves shimmer beneath the moon
and then come to die on the shore: Charm (p. 207), Moonlight Surf (p. 199) 44 …
_____________________________________
42. Songs composed by Gustav Mahler.
43. Ode to a Nightingale by John Keats, 1819.
44. Another painting refers to Keats in p. 20 of the book, called Written in Water, an allusion to the epitaph
which he asked to be engraved on his tomb instead of his name: "Here lies one whose name was writ
in water".
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Life Lines
When these lines are painted, Dagmar Bergmann has returned to Europe and accompanied
her father through the final weeks of his life. During the departure from Polynesia and the
tribulations of the return, the shadow line seems to have split into "Life Lines" in a complex
tangle which is presented thus in the preface of the catalogue:
The game of Life
The life line connects the break-even points
The fate line connects the vanishing points
The heart line connects the points of no return
And these knotted lines … are us.
One painting alone sums up the complexity and difficulty of returning: Insomnia
(p. 221). It shows the vital energy of the shredded white, seeking in vain to recreate
a zone of inner clarity where the shadow line can unfold once more and time is not
disjointed. The blue resists but the lines mentioned in the preface seem to have
considerable trouble connecting: what has become of Dagmar Bergmann's conviction
that everything is connected? Cries and Whispers (p. 220) depicts the same atmosphere
– a sublimate of complementary colours, orange and violet, in a world that consumes
its energy 45.
_____________________________________
45. The title carries an explicit reference to a film; in Cries and Whispers (1972), Ingmar Bergman described
the incomprehension and tensions arising between the relatives of a dying person.
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Following a form of regression, Bergmann seeks refuge in a "magic" approach,
comparable in some ways to the writing of silence which the child invented. White
Magic (p. 230) offers a remarkable illustration of this, as a sort of puppet seems to
be pierced through by many needles while the energy given off crackles all around.
Ophelia (p. 232) fares little better, as is ironically recalled by the title of the painting 46,
and the same magic is at work in Flowers for Algernon (p. 231) 47. In these three
paintings, the short multi-coloured segments are reminiscent of amulets, disordered
stitches 48 like those which the young child long ago attempted to use to scar over
secrecy. These strands of life, dishevelled and fragile, also call to mind the way René
Char described the toll exacted upon him by insomnia:
" 'Without sleep, the tree bark…' dates back to a time when the night, which had served
me so fully, withdrew from me, leaving me sands and insomnia (1955-1958). I knew then
_____________________________________
46. In Shakespeare's "Hamlet", Ophelia drowns herself after her father's death. She is a classic character in
symbolist painting, notably found in John Everett Millais’s very famous 1852 painting, where her
flower-covered body is shown drifting in the water.
47. " Flowers for Algernon", a novel by Daniel Keyes, published in 1966, is one of Dagmar Bergmann's
favourite texts. It describes the parallel destinies of a white mouse, Algernon, and a man called
Charlie, who is mentally retarded. The two are subjected to a medical experiment aimed at making
them exceptionally intelligent; after a period of positive results, the treatment causes an irreversible
regression, which finally kills Algernon. Having tried in vain to use his newfound intelligence to prevent
Algernon’s death, Charlie becomes retarded and happy again; he buries Algernon and lays flowers on
his grave.
48. After a day that had proved, socially, particularly taxing for her, Dagmar Bergmann admitted that she
urgently needed to paint. The irony underlying her explanation of that would doubtless have been
appreciated by another "secret painter", Mark Rothko: "Painting is time that heals".
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that the night was water, that it alone slakes and irrigates and to strengthen myself
against that difficult passage I gathered together my precarious tools; coloured Indian
ink, sticks of wax […]" 49.
And yet little by little the tangle unwinds. The artist comes to understand that she can
no longer live on islands and she bids the farewell. The first painting, Shipwreck (p. 229)
confirms the disappearance of the shadow line. The following ones express the same
farewell, though in an increasingly gentle and serene mode: Farewell to Waves (p. 224),
Moonlight (p. 227) and Mondscheinsonate (Moonlight Sonata) (p. 228). Recreation (p. 225)
is intended to be more joyful, and even seems to evoke the idea of re-creating those
happy years in her heart, as does All my Friends are Wild (p. 233).
The process becomes amplified in the following paintings, which are strangely evocative
of the crystallisation of love described by Stendhal 50. For is Ephemera (p. 235) not
a crystallisation of Recreation? While every facet of Tectonics of Blue (p. 234) shines
brightly, Aurore Mineure (Aurora Miner, p. 236) evokes both daylight and mine, leading us
back to the artist herself and to her name 51. Has she tamed secrecy or has it tamed her?
Jacques-Marie Aurifeille
Photographer
_____________________________________
49. Page 7 of "La nuit talismanique" (Talismanic Night), René Char, "Les sentiers de la création", Editions d’Art
Albert Skira S.A., 1972, Collections Champs, Flammarion. See original extract in page 304.
50. "De l’amour" (On Love), Stendhal, 1822.
51. Translated literally, the artist's name means "daylight" (Dagmar) and "miner" (Bergmann).
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Original poems
p. 244

Psyché
Au fond du poudrier
Un tout petit miroir
Au visage écaillé
A bout d’amertume
A bout d’aventure
Petit miroir à vif
Débordant de nuit.

p. 247

Ciment
J'ai essayé
Avec le ciment.
Il ne sait rien,
N'est pas relié,
N'habite pas,
N'est pas habité.
Il ne craint pas.

p. 254

Nous fumes trop légers
Nous fumes trop légers
Les traces de nos vies
Ne laisseront dans l’air
Qu’un lichen de cendre claire
Affectueux, léger,
Raboteux et abstrait,
Tissé à la rencontre des nouveaux prisonniers.
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p. 259

Agir, je viens
Poussant la porte en toi, je suis entré
Agir, je viens
Je suis là
Je te soutiens
Tu n’es plus à l’abandon
Tu n’es plus en difficulté
Tes difficultés tombent comme des ficelles déliées
Le cauchemar d’où tu revins hagarde n’est plus
Tu poses avec moi le pied sur le premier degré de l’escalier
sans fin qui te porte
et te monte
et te calme
Jusqu’aux confins de tes horizons
Jusqu’au cœur de l’enfant de tes rêves
poussant des nappes d’aise
j’afflue.
[…]
Où il y avait éparpillement, il y a ta volonté
comme un œuf d’ivoire
Il y a la paix
J’ai lavé le visage de ton avenir.
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p. 266

Sables mouvants
Démons et merveilles
Vents et marées
Au loin déjà la mer s'est retirée
Démons et merveilles
Vents et marées
Et toi
Comme une algue doucement caressée par le vent
Dans les sables du lit tu remues en rêvant
Démons et merveilles
Vents et marées
Au loin déjà la mer s'est retirée
Mais dans tes yeux entrouverts
Deux petites vagues sont restées
Démons et merveilles
Vents et marées
Deux petites vagues pour me noyer.

p. 271

Jeu de la vie
La ligne de vie relie les points morts
La ligne de chance relie les points de fuite
La ligne de cœur relie les points de non-retour
Et ces lignes nouées ... c’est nous.

p. 272
'Faute de sommeil l'écorce …' date d'un temps où la nuit qui m'avait tant servi se retira de moi, me
laissant les sables et l'insomnie (1955-1958). Je sus alors que la nuit était eau, qu'elle seule abreuve
et irrigue et pour m'assurer contre ce passage difficile, je rassemblais mes précaires outils : encre de
Chine de couleur, bâtons de cire …
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Extracts from the Dagmar ® Alphabet, INPI Patent No. 559
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Vergissmeinnicht (Forget-me-not), mirror shards on glass
278

Abandon, Indian ink, 15 x 11,8"
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Past-Present, Indian ink, 29,9 x 22"
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